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MOTIVIC ZETA FUNCTIONS OF DEGENERATING
CALABI-YAU VARIETIES
LARS HALVARD HALLE AND JOHANNES NICAISE
Abstract. We study motivic zeta functions of degenerating families of
Calabi-Yau varieties. Our main result says that they satisfy an analog of
Igusa’s monodromy conjecture if the family has a so-called Galois equivariant
Kulikov model; we provide several classes of examples where this condition
is verified. We also establish a close relation between the zeta function and
the skeleton that appeared in Kontsevich and Soibelman’s non-archimedean
interpretation of the SYZ conjecture in mirror symmetry.
1. Introduction
Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper variety over K = C((t)).
We say that X is Calabi-Yau if the canonical line bundle ωX is trivial. For every
volume form ω on X , one can associate to the pair (X,ω) an invariant ZX,ω(T )
called the motivic zeta function. This is a formal power series in T with coefficients
in a certain Grothendieck ring of varieties, which encodes a wealth of information
about the degeneration of X at t = 0. It arose as a natural analog of Denef and
Loeser’s motivic zeta function for hypersurface singularities; the precise relation is
explained in [HN12].
The main open question regarding Denef and Loeser’s motivic zeta functions for
hypersurface singularities is the so-called monodromy conjecture, which predicts
that each pole of the zeta function should correspond to a local monodromy
eigenvalue in a precise way. This intriguing conjecture has motivated a substantial
amount of interesting work, and has been proved in some significant cases, but is still
wide open in general. It is natural to wonder whether there exists a similar relation
between motivic zeta functions and monodromy eigenvalues also in the context of
degenerating Calabi-Yau varieties. We say thatX satisfies theMonodromy Property
if each pole of ZX,ω(T ) gives rise to a monodromy eigenvalue (see Definition 2.3.5
for a precise statement). We proved in [HN11] that this is indeed the case when X
is an abelian variety; in fact, we showed that the zeta function of an abelian variety
has only one pole, which can be explicitly related to a certain arithmetic invariant
of the abelian variety (Chai’s base change conductor).
In the present article, we investigate to what extent these results generalize to
arbitrary Calabi-Yau varieties. The problem becomes much more intricate because
the techniques for abelian varieties (Ne´ron models) are no longer available, and
the zeta functions tend to have more poles than in the abelian case. In fact, very
few examples have been studied beyond the abelian case, and this paper is the
first systematic effort to understand the properties of zeta functions of Calabi-Yau
varieties that are not abelian (a few results have been announced without proofs
in our survey paper [HN12]). We also refine our results in the abelian case to take
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the monodromy action on the zeta function into account, which was ignored in
[HN11]. This requires some surprisingly subtle new results on Galois actions on
Ne´ron models.
It turns out that the main properties of the unique pole of the zeta function
of an abelian variety remain valid for the largest pole of the zeta function of a
general Calabi-Yau variety, although new techniques need to be used for the proofs.
In particular, we use Hodge theory to prove in Theorem 3.3.3 that the largest
pole always gives rise to a monodromy eigenvalue, as predicted by the monodromy
conjecture. We also explain the close relation that exists between this largest pole
and the properties of the essential skeleton of X , an object that was introduced
by Kontsevich and Soibelman in their non-archimedean interpretation of the SYZ
fibration in mirror symmetry [KS06]. Specifically, we prove in Theorem 3.2.3 that
the order of this pole is equal to one plus the dimension of the essential skeleton,
and the pole itself is equal to one minus the minimal value of the weight function
associated with ω, the function whose locus of minimal values is, by definition, the
essential skeleton.
Some of the key properties of Ne´ron models that were used in [HN11] were the
triviality of the relative canonical line bundle, their Galois-equivariance (due to
their canonical nature) and Grothendieck’s Semi-Stable Reduction Theorem. As
a (partial) replacement for Ne´ron models, we consider in Section 5 another type
of Galois equivariant minimal models. More precisely, we assume that our Calabi-
Yau variety X admits, after a finite extension of the base field K, a proper and
regular model Y over the valuation ring such that Yk is a normal crossings divisor,
the logarithmic relative canonical bundle is trivial and the natural Galois action in
the generic fiber extends to Y . Inspired by Kulikov’s seminal work on semi-stable
models of degenerating K3 surfaces, we say that Y is an equivariant Kulikov model
of X .
Theorem 5.3.2 asserts that if X admits an equivariant Kulikov model Y , then
ZX,ω(T ) has a unique pole. Combined with Theorem 3.3.3, this implies that X has
the Monodromy Property. Let us briefly indicate the main ideas of our approach.
First we use techniques due to Gabber (see [ILO14]) in order to modify Y into a
model on which the Galois action is very tame, by endowing Y with a suitable log
structure. The significance of having a very tame action is that the quotient (in
the category of log schemes) forms a log smooth R-model of X . The motivic zeta
function can then be computed by means of the explicit formula obtained by Bultot
and the second author [BN16]. In practice, some refinement of the above mentioned
approach is needed: to obtain maximal flexibility, it is natural to allow Kulikov
models to be algebraic spaces (as in Kulikov’s work). This makes it necessary
to reformulate some of Gabber’s results in the framework of algebraic spaces.
We moreover upgrade a few fundamental constructions in motivic integration to
algebraic spaces. These results are presented separately, as an appendix, in Section
7, and should be of interest also outside the applications in this paper. In particular,
we answer a question by Stewart and Vologodsky.
It should be pointed out that it is not always true that a Calabi-Yau variety
X admits an equivariant Kulikov model, even in the case of K3 surfaces. Indeed,
it is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.3.2 that as soon as the motivic zeta
function has more than one pole, such models for X can not exist after any base
extension. However, contrary to what one finds in the abelian case, motivic zeta
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functions of Calabi-Yau varieties can very well have more than one pole. For
instance, in §5.3.5, we give a basic example of a quartic K3 surface with potential
good reduction where the motivic zeta function has two poles (but still satisfies
the Monodromy Property). In other words, the algebraic complexity of the series
ZX,ω(T ) imposes an obstruction for the existence of minimal models of X carrying
‘extra’ symmetry. It is an interesting problem in itself to understand when a given
Calabi-Yau variety X admits an equivariant Kulikov model. The reader will find
a discussion on related matters in the context of good reduction of K3 surfaces in
[LM15], but, to our best knowledge, the literature on this question is sparse. In
Section 6, we discuss a few examples of Calabi-Yau varieties with potential good
reduction where an equivariant Kulikov model can indeed be found.
To conclude the introduction, we give a brief overview of the structure of the
paper. In Section 2 we fix our notations and present some preliminary material
on motivic zeta functions. In Section 3 we study the largest pole of the zeta
function, in particular, the relation with the essential skeleton and with Hodge
theory, and we prove that it always satisfies the Monodromy Property. Section 4
contains the refinements of our results for abelian varieties that are necessary to
take the monodromy action into account; we also prove that the essential skeleton
coincides with Berkovich’s skeleton for abelian varieties using the interpretation of
the weight function by M. Temkin. The heart of the paper is Section 5, where we
define equivariant Kulikov models and prove that the zeta function has a unique
pole whenever such a model exists, and thus satisfies the Monodromy Property.
In Section 6, we construct various interesting examples where equivariant Kulikov
models indeed exist. Finally, Section 7 is an appendix containing the technical
results on motivic integration on algebraic spaces that are needed elsewhere in the
paper.
Acknowledgements. We are grateful to David Rydh for useful discussions and
for suggesting the approach in Section 6.4. We are also endebted to Chenyang
Xu and Klaus Ku¨nnemann for answering our questions on minimal models for K3
surfaces and Mumford models of abelian varieties, respectively. JN is supported by
the ERC Starting Grant MOTZETA (project 306610) of the European Research
Council.
2. Motivic zeta functions
2.1. Preliminaries.
(2.1.1) We set k = C, R = k[[t]] and K = k((t)). We denote by ordt : K
× → Z
the t-adic valuation on K, and we define an absolute value | · |K on K by setting
|a|K = exp(−ordta) for every a ∈ K×. This turns K into a non-archimedean
complete valued field. We denote by (·)an the analytification functor from the
category of K-schemes of finite type to Berkovich’s category of K-analytic spaces.
We set S = SpecR and we will denote by S† the log scheme that we obtain by
endowing S with its standard log structure (the divisorial log structure induced by
the closed point). Unless explicitly stated otherwise, all the log structures in this
paper are e´tale.
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(2.1.2) For every positive integer d, we set R(d) = k[[ d
√
t]] and K(d) = k(( d
√
t)).
The union of the fields K(d) is an algebraic closure of K that we denote by Ka.
We denote by µd the group of d-th roots of unity in k and by
µ̂ = lim
←−
µd
the profinite group of roots of unity in k. The field K(d) is a Galois extension of K
and its Galois group is canonically isomorphic to µd. We let µd act on K(d) from
the right via the inverse of the Galois action over K:
K(d)× µd → K(d) : (ψ( d
√
t), ζ) 7→ ψ(ζ−1 d
√
t).
We denote by σ the canonical topological generator of the inertia group
Gal(Ka/K) ∼= µ̂, that is, σ = (exp(2πi/d))d>0. We call the element σ the
monodromy operator.
(2.1.3) Let X be a proper K-scheme. A model for X over R is a flat R-scheme
X endowed with an isomorphism of K-schemes XK → X . If X is smooth over K,
we say that X is an snc-model for X if it is regular and proper over R, and the
special fiber Xk is a strict normal crossings divisor on X . Such a model always
exists, by Hironaka’s resolution of singularities. We say that X has semi-stable
reduction if it has an snc-model with reduced special fiber; such a model is called a
semi-stable model of X . For every proper model X over R, there exist a positive
integer d and a semi-stable model X ′ of X ×K K(d) that dominates X ×R R(d),
by the semi-stable reduction theorem [KKMS73, Ch4§3]. If X is projective, then
we can take X ′ to be projective over R(d), as well.
(2.1.4) Let X be a proper K-scheme. Then, for every i ≥ 0, there exists a
canonicalQ-vector spaceHi(X×KKa,Q) endowed with a quasi-unipotent action of
σ such that for every prime ℓ, the tensor product with Qℓ is canonically isomorphic
to the ℓ-adic cohomology spaceHi(X×KKa,Qℓ) endowed with the Galois action of
σ. This follows from Berkovich’s theory of e´tale cohomology with Z-coefficients for
analytic spaces over K [Be15, 7.1.1], which relies on Kato and Nakayama’s theory
of Betti cohomology for logarithmic complex analytic spaces [KN99]. Berkovich’s
construction provides the following comparison result with complex analytic nearby
cohomology. Let R0 be the ring of germs of holomorphic functions on C at the
origin, and denote its fraction field by K0. We choose a uniformizer t in R0. This
choice determines an isomorphism between R and the completion of R0. If X is
defined over K0 and X is a proper R0-model for X , then H
i(X ×K0 Ka,Qℓ) is
canonically isomorphic to
Hi(Xk(C), RψX (Q))
where RψX (Q) is the complex analytic nearby cycles complex associated with X .
Under this isomorphism, the action of σ corresponds to the monodromy action on
Hi(Xk(C), RψX (Q)).
(2.1.5) All algebraic spaces are assumed to be separated and Noetherian. In
Section 5 we will need to work with log algebraic spaces; we will freely use the
definitions and results for log schemes if they carry over to log algebraic spaces by
standard descent arguments. For instance, we can speak about regular log algebraic
spaces and smooth morphisms of log algebraic spaces because these notions are local
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with respect to the e´tale topology. If additional care is required in the context of
algebraic spaces, this will be clearly explained in the text.
2.2. Galois-equivariant motivic integrals.
(2.2.1) Unless explicitly stated otherwise, we assume that groups act on schemes
from the left. For every positive integer d, we say that an action of µd on a k-scheme
of finite type X is good if X has a finite partition into µd-stable affine subschemes.
We say that an action of µ̂ on X is good if it factors through a good action of µd on
X , for some d > 0. The Grothendieck group K µ̂0 (Vark) of k-varieties with µ̂-action
is the abelian group defined by the following presentation:
• Generators: Isomorphism classes [X ] of k-schemes of finite type X endowed
with a good action of µ̂; here the isomorphism class is taken with respect
to µ̂-equivariant isomorphisms.
• Relations:
(1) If X is a k-scheme of finite type with good µ̂-action and Y is a closed
subscheme of X that is stable under the µ̂-action, then
[X ] = [Y ] + [X \ Y ].
(2) If X is a k-scheme of finite type with good µ̂-action and A→ X is an
affine bundle of rank r endowed with an affine lift of the µ̂-action on
X , then
[A] = [Ark ×k X ]
where µ̂ acts trivially on Ark.
Here, “affine lift” means that we have an action of µ̂ on A and a µ̂-linear action
on the underlying vector bundle V of translations of A such that the morphism
A→ X and the action of V on A are µ̂-equivariant. We define a ring structure on
K µ̂0 (Vark) by means of the multiplication rule [X ] · [X ′] = [X ×k X ′] where µ̂ acts
diagonally on X ×k X ′. We write L for the class of the affine line A1k with trivial
µ̂-action and we set Mµ̂k = K µ̂0 (Vark)[L−1].
Remark 2.2.2. Our definition of a good µd-action on X is weaker than the one
that is commonly used, namely, that X can be covered by µd-stable affine open
subschemes. Our definition has the advantage that it can be generalized to algebraic
spaces, and it gives rise to the same equivariant Grothendieck ring as the usual
definition.
(2.2.3) Let X be a smooth and proper K-scheme. For every d > 0, we set
X(d) = X ×K K(d). The group µd acts on X(d) from the left. An equivariant
weak Ne´ron model for X(d) is a separated smooth R(d)-scheme Y , endowed with a
good µd-action and a µd-equivariant isomorphism of K(d)-schemes YK(d) → X(d),
such that the natural map Y (R(d))→ X(K(d)) is a bijection. Such an equivariant
weak Ne´ron model always exists: starting from a proper R-model X of X , we
can apply the smoothening algorithm in the proof of [BLR90, 3.4.2] to X ×RR(d).
Inspecting the different steps of the algorithm, one sees that it produces a morphism
of R(d)-schemes Y ′ → X ×R R(d) that is a finite composition of µd-equivariant
blow-ups with centers in the special fiber such that the R(d)-smooth locus Y of
Y ′ is an equivariant weak Ne´ron model of X(d). Note that the µd-action on Y is
good because the morphism Y → X ×R R(d) is quasi-projective.
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(2.2.4) Now assume that the canonical line bundle of X is trivial, and let ω be
a volume form on X . We write ω(d) for the pullback of ω to X(d). For every
connected component C of Yk, we denote by ordCω(d) the unique integer a such
that t−a/dω is a generator for ωY /R(d) locally at the generic point of C. For every
integer i, we denote by C(i) the union of the connected components C of Yk such
that ordCω(d) = i. This union is stable under the action of µd on Yk, because ω is
defined over K.
Proposition 2.2.5. The element
(2.2.6)
∑
i∈Z
[C(i)]L−i
of Mµ̂k does not depend on the choice of the equivariant weak Ne´ron model Y of
X(d).
Proof. Any two equivariant weak Ne´ron models of X(d) can be dominated by a
third (apply the smoothening algorithm of [BLR90, 3.4.2] to the schematic image
of the diagonal embedding of X(d) in the product of the two models). Thus the
result follows from the change of variables formula for equivariant motivic integrals:
see [Ha15, 6.4]. 
Definition 2.2.7. We denote the element (2.2.6) by∫
X(d)
|ω(d)| ∈ Mµ̂k
and call it the motivic integral of ω(d) on X(d).
2.3. Motivic zeta functions.
Definition 2.3.1. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-
scheme with trivial canonical line bundle, and let ω be a volume form on X. We
define the motivic zeta function of the pair (X,ω) as
ZX,ω(T ) =
∑
d>0
(∫
X(d)
|ω(d)|
)
T d ∈ Mµ̂k [[T ]].
(2.3.2) This motivic zeta function can be explicitly computed in the following
way. Let X be an snc-model of X . We write Xk =
∑
i∈I NiEi. The volume
form ω defines a rational section of the logarithmic relative canonical line bundle
ωX /R(Xk,red −Xk) of X . We denote the associated Cartier divisor by divX (ω).
It is supported on Xk; we write it as divX (ω) =
∑
i∈I νiEi. For every non-empty
subset J of I, we set
EJ =
⋂
j∈J
Ej , E
o
J = EJ \
(⋃
i/∈J
Ei
)
.
We set NJ = gcd{Nj | j ∈ J} and we denote by X (NJ) the normalization of
X ×R R(NJ). Then the scheme E˜oJ = X (NJ)×X EoJ is a Galois cover of EoJ that
is described explicitly in [Ni13, 2.3]. The group µNJ acts on E˜
o
J via its action on
R(NJ).
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Theorem 2.3.3. With the above notations, we have
ZX,ω(T ) =
∑
∅6=J⊂I
[E˜oJ ](L− 1)|J|−1
∏
j∈J
L−νjTNj
1− L−νjTNj ∈M
µ̂
k [[T ]].
Proof. If we forget the µ̂-action, this follows from [NS07, 7.7] (where a different
normalization of the motivic measure was used, resulting in the extra factor
L−dim(X)). The formula with µ̂-action follows from [BN16, 6.2.1]. 
(2.3.4) We have considered a motivic generating series similar to ZX,ω(T ) (for
a specific choice of ω and forgetting the µ̂-action) in [HN11, §2.4] and [HN12,
§6]. It is explained in [HN11] how ZX,ω(T ) can be viewed as an analog of Denef
and Loeser’s motivic zeta function of a hypersurface singularity [DL01], based on
the results in [NS07]. The most important problem about Denef and Loeser’s
motivic zeta function is the so-called monodromy conjecture, which predicts a
precise relation between poles of the zeta function and local monodromy eigenvalues
of the hypersurface [HN12, 4.17]. It is natural to ask if the analogous property holds
for ZX,ω(T ). The following formulation is a refinement of [HN11, 2.6] and [HN12,
6.9] (adding the µ̂-action).
Definition 2.3.5. We say that X satisfies the Monodromy Property if there exists
a finite set S of rational numbers such that ZX,ω(T ) belongs to the subring
Mµ̂k
[
T,
1
1− LaT b
]
(a,b)∈Z×Z>0, a/b∈S
of Mµ̂k [[T ]] and such that, for every s ∈ S, the number exp(2πis) is an eigenvalue
of σ on
Hi(X ×K Ka,Q)
for some i ≥ 0.
(2.3.6) This property does not depend on the volume form ω: it follows
immediately from the definition of the motivic zeta function that
(2.3.7) ZX,cω(T ) = ZX,ω(L
−ordtcT )
for every element c of K×. The main result of [HN11] states that X satisfies
the Monodromy Property if X is an abelian variety and we forget the µ̂-action
on ZX,ω(T ), but otherwise, little is known. We will prove in Section 5 that X
satisfies the Monodromy Property if it has a so-called equivariant Kulikov model.
This condition is not always satisfied (see Example 5.3.5) but we do not know any
example where X does not satisfy the Monodromy Property.
(2.3.8) In order to check the Monodromy Property in concrete examples, it is often
useful to use a variant of A’Campo’s formula for the monodromy zeta function that
was proven in [Ni13, 2.6.2]. Let X be a smooth and proper K-scheme. Let X be
an snc-model for X , with Xk =
∑
i∈I NiEi, and define E
o
i as in (2.3.2). Then∏
n≥0
det(t · Id− σ |Hn(X ×K Ka,Q))(−1)
n+1
=
∏
i∈I
(tNi − 1)−χ(Eoi )
where χ is the topological Euler characteristic. The left hand side of this expression
is called the monodromy zeta function of X .
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3. The largest pole
3.1. The weight function and the essential skeleton.
(3.1.1) Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-scheme with
trivial canonical line bundle, and let ω be a volume form on X . The essential
skeleton Sk(X) of X was constructed in [KS06] to serve as the base of their non-
archimedean SYZ fibration in the theory of mirror symmetry. The construction
was further developed in [MN15], [NX16a] and [NX16b]. We will briefly summarize
some of its main properties. To the volume form ω, one can associate a so-called
weight function [MN15, §4]
wtω : X
an → R ∪ {+∞}.
The essential skeleton Sk(X) is the subspace of Xan consisting of the points where
wtω takes its minimal value; we will call this minimal value the minimal weight of ω
onX and denote it by min(ω). The essential skeleton does not depend on the choice
of ω because wtaω = wtω + ordt(a) for every a ∈ K×. It can be computed in the
following way. Let X be an snc-model of X over R. We write Xk =
∑
i∈I NiEi and
divX (ω) =
∑
i∈I νiEi as in (2.3.2). Then the dual intersection complex of Xk can
be embedded into Xan in a canonical way; it is called the Berkovich skeleton of the
model X and denoted by Sk(X ) (see for instance [MN15, §3]). The weight function
wtω is affine on every face of Sk(X ), and its value at the vertex vi corresponding to
an irreducible component Ei of Xk is given by (νi/Ni) + 1 (the shift by 1 is caused
by the fact that we worked with ωX /R(Xk,red), rather than ωX /R(Xk,red−Xk), in
[MN15]). The essential skeleton Sk(X) of X is the subcomplex of Sk(X ) spanned
by the vertices vi for which νi/Ni is minimal [MN15, 4.7.5]; the minimal weight of
ω on X is given by the formula
min(ω) = min{ νi
Ni
+ 1 | i ∈ I}.
It is proven in [NX16a, 4.2.4] that Sk(X) is a strong deformation retract of Xan.
(3.1.2) The essential skeleton of X can also be computed from a minimal model
of X in the sense of the Minimal Model Program. It is proven in Corollary 4 of
[KNX15] that X has a minimal qdlt-model Xmin over R. One can still associate a
Berkovich skeleton Sk(Xmin) to such a qdlt-model, by [KNX15, §23]. It is shown
in Theorem 24 of [KNX15] that Sk(Xmin) coincides with the essential skeleton
Sk(X). If X is defined over an algebraic k-curve, rather than the field of Laurent
series, one can even find a minimal dlt-model; in practice, it is often possible to
reduce to this case by means of the approximation technique in [NX16a, §4.2].
The essential skeleton behaves well under finite base change, as explained by the
following proposition.
Proposition 3.1.3. Let d be a positive integer and set X(d) = X×KK(d). Denote
by ω(d) the pullback of ω to X(d) and by π the canonical base change morphism
π : X(d)an → Xan. Then
wtω(d) = (wtω ◦ π) + 1− d.
In particular, the essential skeleton Sk(X(d)) is the inverse image of Sk(X) under
the canonical morphism X(d)an → Xan. Thus Sk(X(d)) is stable under the
Galois action of µd(k), and Sk(X) is canonically homeomorphic to the quotient
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Sk(X(d))/µd(k). If X has semi-stable reduction, then the map Sk(X(d))→ Sk(X)
is a homeomorphism.
Proof. The expression for the weight function wtω(d) is an easy consequence of the
compatibility of relative log differentials with base change; see [NX16a, 4.1.9] and
its proof. Thus it is enough to prove that, if X has a semi-stable model X , then the
corestriction of X(d)an → Xan over Sk(X ) is bijective. This implies final assertion
in the statement, because Sk(X) is contained in Sk(X ). It suffices to show that
K is algebraically closed in the completed residue field H (x) of Xan at any point
x of Sk(X ), because the fiber of X(d)an → X over x is canonically isomorphic to
the spectrum of the Banach algebra H (x) ⊗K K(d). Assume the contrary; then
there exist an element s in H (x) and an integer m ≥ 2 such that sm = t. The
element s already belongs to the residue field of the local ring OXan,x, because this
residue field is quasi-complete [Be94, 2.3.3 and 2.4.1]. Since OXan,x is henselian
[Be94, 2.1.5], it now follows that t has an m-th root on an open neighbourhood of
x in Xan. Thus we may assume that x is divisorial in the sense of [MN15, §2.4],
because divisorial points are dense in Xan [MN15, 2.4.9].
Let y be the image of x under the specialization map spX : X
an → Xk and let
(z1, . . . , zr) be a regular system of local parameters in OX ,y such that t = z1 · · · zr.
Since x lies in the skeleton Sk(X ), it is monomial with respect to the model X , so
that there exists a tuple of integers a = (a1, . . . , ar) such that z
a = za11 · · · zarr is a
uniformizer in the valuation ring H (x)o of H (x). Denote by κ(y) the residue field
of X at y. The choice of a section of the projection ÔX ,y → κ(y) determines an
isomorphism ÔX ,y ∼= κ(y)[[z1, . . . , zr]], and H (x) is the completion of the fraction
field of ÔX ,y with respect to the divisorial valuation vx corresponding to the point
x. The residue field H˜ (x) of the valued field H (x) is given by κ(y)(zb1 , . . . , zbr−1)
where {a, b1, . . . , br−1} is a basis of Zr. If we denote by γ the normalized valuation
of s in the discretely valued field H (x), then s/zγa is a unit in H (x)o and the
m-th power of its reduction in H˜ (x) coincides with the reduction of t/zmγa. This
is impossible, because the element (1, . . . , 1)−mγa of Zr is not divisible by m. 
(3.1.4) We denote by δ(X) the dimension of the essential skeleton Sk(X), and
we call this number the degeneracy index of X . By definition, it is contained in
the range {0, . . . , dim(X)}. It follows from Proposition 3.1.3 that δ is invariant
under finite base change: we have δ(X) = δ(X(d)) for every d > 0. The degeneracy
index can be viewed as a measure for the degeneration of X at t = 0 (up to finite
base change). For instance, δ(X) = 0 if X has potential good reduction. We will
discuss some more examples in Section 6. If X is an snc-model of X over R with
Xk =
∑
i∈I NiEi and divX (ω) =
∑
i∈I νiEi, then the description of Sk(X) in
(3.1.1) implies at once that δ(X) + 1 is the maximal cardinality of a subset J of I
such that ∩j∈JEj is non-empty and νj/Nj = min(ω)− 1 for every j ∈ J .
3.2. The largest pole of the motivic zeta function.
(3.2.1) In this section, we will relate the essential skeleton of X to the largest
pole of the motivic zeta function ZX,ω(T ). The notion of pole requires some care
because the ring Mµ̂k is not a domain. We adopt the following definition. Let q
be a rational number and let m be a nonnegative integer. We say that ZX,ω(T )
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has a pole of order at most m at q if we can find a set S consisting of multisets in
Z× Z>0 such that:
(1) each multiset S ∈ S contains at most m elements (a, b) with a/b = q, and
(2) ZX,ω(T ) belongs to the sub-Mµ̂k [T ]-module of Mµ̂k [[T ]] generated by ∏
(a,b)∈S
1
1− LaT b |S ∈ S
 .
We say that ZX,ω(T ) has a pole of order m at q if it has a pole of order at most m,
but not of order at most m−1 (the latter condition is void for m = 0). We say that
ZX,ω(T ) has a pole at q if it has a pole of positive order at q. This terminology is
explained by the fact that, when considering motivic generating series of this type,
one usually makes a formal substitution T = L−s and considers it as a series in the
variable s.
(3.2.2) It is obvious from the expression in Theorem 2.3.3 that every pole q of
ZX,ω(T ) satisfies q ≤ 1−min(ω) and that the order of a pole of ZX,ω(T ) is at most
dim(X)+ 1 (because EJ is empty if |J | > dim(X)+ 1). It also follows immediately
from Theorem 2.3.3 that ZX,ω(T ) has a pole of order at most δ(X)+1 at 1−min(ω).
We will now show that this bound is sharp.
Theorem 3.2.3. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-scheme
with trivial canonical line bundle, and let ω be a volume form on X. Then ZX,ω(T )
has a pole of order δ(X) + 1 at 1−min(ω), and this is the largest pole of ZX,ω(T ).
Proof. We only need to prove that the order of the pole at 1−min(ω) is not smaller
than δ(X) + 1. This is done by a direct residue calculation on the expression for
ZX,ω(T ) in Theorem 2.3.3. In order to avoid complications related to the presence
of zero-divisors in Mµ̂k , we first specialize the coefficients of the zeta function to an
integral domain. Denote by Mk = K0(Vark)[L−1] the localized Grothendieck ring
of k-varieties without group action. The Poincare´ specialization
P :Mk → Z[u, u−1]
is the unique ring morphism that sends [Y ] to the Poincare´ polynomial
P (Y, u) =
∑
i≥0
(−1)idimHi(Y (C),Q)ui
for every smooth and proper k-scheme Y . The existence of such a morphism P
can be deduced from Hodge theory or weak factorization; see [Ni11, §8]. For every
k-scheme Y of finite type, we will write P (Y, u) for the image of [Y ] under P . The
image of L = [P1k]− 1 is equal to u2.
We write 1 − min(ω) as a/b for some integers a, b with b > 0. Forgetting the
µ̂-action on ZX,ω(T ) and specializing the formula in Theorem 2.3.3 by means of P ,
we obtain a series
Z ′(T ) =
∑
∅6=J⊂I
P (E˜oJ , u)(u
2 − 1)|J|−1
∏
j∈J
u−2νjTNj
1− u−2νjTNj .
It suffices to show that this series, viewed as a formal power series in T over
the field Q(u1/b), has a pole of order δ(X) + 1 at T = u−2a/b. Evaluating
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(1 − u2a/bT )δ(X)+1Z ′(T ) at T = u−2a/b, we find a finite sum of expressions of
the form
P (Y, u)(u2 − 1)β
r∏
j=1
u−αj/b
1− u−αj/b
where Y is a k-scheme of finite type, β is a nonnegative integer and r and the αj
are positive integers. Here we used that µi/Ni ≥ min(ω)−1 = −a/b for every i ∈ I.
Developing these terms as Laurent series in u−1/b, we get a finite sum of Laurent
series whose leading coefficients are all positive because, for every k-scheme of finite
type Y , the polynomial P (Y, u) has degree 2dim(Y ) and the coefficient of u2dim(Y )
is positive (it is the number of irreducible components of maximal dimension of Y
[Ni11, 8.1]). Thus we find that the value of (1− u2a/bT )δ(X)+1Z ′(T ) at T = u−2a/b
is non-zero. This concludes the proof. 
Remark 3.2.4. Theorem 3.2.3 has a natural counterpart for Denef and Loeser’s
motivic zeta function of a hypersurface singularity. Let X be a connected smooth
k-scheme, let f : X → A1k be a dominant morphism and let x be a closed point on
X such that f(x) = 0. Let h : Y → X be a log resolution for (X, div(f)) and write
div(f ◦ h) = ∑i∈I NiEi and KY/X = ∑i∈I(νi − 1)Ei. Denote by lctx(f) the log
canonical threshold of f at x, that is
lctx(f) = min{ νi
Ni
| i ∈ I, Ei ∩ h−1(x)}.
Let Zf,x(T ) ∈ Mµ̂k [[T ]] be the motivic zeta function of f at x (the fiber over x of
the zeta function Z(T ) in [DL01, 3.2.1]). Then it follows from Denef and Loeser’s
formula [DL01, 3.3.1] and a similar residue calculation as in the proof of Theorem
3.2.3 that −lctx(f) is the largest pole of Zf,x(T ) and that its order is equal to the
maximal cardinality of a subset J of I such that (∩j∈JEj) ∩ h−1(x) is non-empty
and νj/Nj = lctx(f) for every j ∈ J . See [NX16b, 3.5].
3.3. Relation with Hodge theory.
(3.3.1) The aim of this section is to relate the invariants min(ω) and δ(X) to
the limit mixed Hodge structure associated with the K-scheme X . In particular,
we will show that exp(−2πimin(ω)) is an eigenvalue of the monodromy operator
σ on Hn(X ×K Ka,Q), where n is the dimension of X . Thus the pole 1−min(ω)
of ZX,ω(T ) satisfies the Monodromy Property in Definition 2.3.5. We announced
a less general version of Theorem 3.3.3 in [HN12, 6.7] without proof; a different,
independent proof of Theorem 3.3.3 also appeared recently in [EFM16, Thm.A] in
the case where X is defined over the field of germs of meromorphic functions at the
origin of the complex plane.
(3.3.2) The limit mixed Hodge structure on the cohomology spaces Hi(X ×K
Ka,Q) was constructed by Stewart and Vologodsky in [SV11, §2.2], using
logarithmic geometry (in particular the results on logarithmic de Rham cohomology
in [IKN05]). It generalizes the classical construction of Steenbrink in the case where
X is defined over a complex punctured disk [St75]. We denote by F • the Hodge
filtration on Hi(X ×K Ka,Q). Stewart and Vologodsky made the assumption that
X is projective, but this is only used to prove that F • and the monodromy weight
filtration W• define a mixed Hodge structure, and not in the construction of F
• or
the proof of the degeneration of the Hodge spectral sequence [IKN05, 7.1].
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Theorem 3.3.3. Let X be a smooth, proper, geometrically connected K-scheme of
dimension n with trivial canonical line bundle, and let ω be a volume form on X.
Then the semisimple part of the monodromy operator σ acts on the one-dimensional
complex vector space
FnHn(X ×K Ka,C)
by multiplication with exp(−2πimin(ω)). If X is projective, then the action of σ
on Hn(X ×K Ka,C) has a Jordan block with eigenvalue exp(−2πimin(ω)) of rank
at least δ(X) + 1.
Proof. Let X be an snc-model of X over R. We denote by S†, resp. S(d)†, the
spectrum of R, resp. R(d), endowed with its standard log structure, for every d > 0.
We denote by X † the log scheme obtained by endowing X with the divisorial log
structure induced by Xk. Then X
† is smooth over S†, and the logarithmic relative
canonical line bundle ωX †/S† is canonically isomorphic to ωX /R(Xk,red −Xk).
Let d be a sufficiently divisible positive integer and denote by Y † the fiber
product
X
† ×fsS† S(d)†
in the category of fine and saturated (fs) log schemes. We denote by Y its
underlying scheme; this is the normalization of X ×R R(d). Then the following
properties hold:
(1) the line bundle ωY †/S(d)† is the pullback of ωX †/S† to Y ;
(2) the vector space FnHn(X ×K Ka,C) is canonically isomorphic to
H0(Y , ωY †/S(d)†)⊗R(d) k
by the degeneration of the Hodge spectral sequence;
(3) under this isomorphism, the action of the semisimple part of σ on
FnHn(X ×K Ka,C) is induced by the Galois action of σd = exp(2πi/d) ∈
µd(k) on Y .
Now set α = min(ω)− 1. Changing d by a multiple, we may assume that dα is an
integer. By the definition of min(ω), the element t−αω extends to a global section
of ωY †/S(d)† that generates ωY †/S(d)† at the generic point of every component of
Yk that dominates a component Ei of Xk satisfying νi/Ni = min(ω) (notation as
in (2.3.2)). Thus the reduction of t−αω modulo t1/d generates FnHn(X×KKa,C).
Since ω is defined over K, σd ∈ µd(k) acts on FnHn(X ×K Ka,C) (from the left)
by multiplication with exp(−2πiα) = exp(−2πimin(ω)). This proves the first part
of the statement.
Now assume that X is projective; then we can choose X to be projective over
R. To prove the statement on Jordan blocks, it suffices to show that
(3.3.4) grWn+δ(X)F
nHn(X ×K Ka,C) 6= 0,
because the weight filtration of the limit mixed Hodge structure onHn(X×KKa,Q)
is the monodromy weight filtration associated with σ. We first reduce to the case
where X is defined over an algebraic curve, so that we can apply further results
from Steenbrink’s theory. The property (3.3.4) is invariant under finite extension of
the base field K, so that we may assume that the special fiber Xk is reduced, by the
semistable reduction theorem. By construction, the limit mixed Hodge structure
on Hn(X ×K Ka,Q) only depends on the restriction of X † over the standard log
point (Spec k)†. The same is true for the degeneracy index δ(X), by the proof of
[NX16a, 4.2.3]. In particular, they only depend on X ×RR/(t2), by Illusie’s result
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in [Na97, A.4]. Thus, by a standard application of spreading out and Greenberg
approximation, we may assume that X is defined over an algebraic k-curve – see
for instance [MN15, 5.1.2].
So we change notation and denote by X a regular projective flat scheme over
a smooth k-curve C, by s a closed point on C and by t a uniformizer in OC,s
such that X ∼= X ×C SpecK and Xs is a reduced divisor with strict normal
crossings. We write f : X → C for the structural morphism. Then the mixed
Hodge structure onHn(X×KKa,Q) coincides with Steenbrink’s limit mixed Hodge
structure on the complex analytic nearby cohomology Hn(Xs(C), Rψf (Q)). The
complex component of Steenbrink’s limit mixed Hodge structure is defined in [St75,
4.17] by means of a cohomological mixed Hodge complex (A•
C
, F •,W•) of sheaves
of complex vector spaces on Xs. Here A
•
C
is the simple complex associated with a
double complex A••
C
that satisfies
Apq
C
= Ωp+q+1
X /k (logXs)/WqΩ
p+q+1
X /k (logXs)
for p, q ≥ 0, where W• is the usual weight filtration on Ωp+q+1X /k (logXs). Shrinking
C around s, we may assume that f∗Ω
n
X /C(logXs) is free of rank one; let φ be a
generator. Then, by the description of the essential skeleton Sk(X) in (3.1.1), we
know that φ ∧ dt/t defines a global section of
Wδ(X)Ω
n+1
X /k(logXs)⊗OX OXs
that does not lie in
Wδ(X)−1Ω
n+1
X /k(logXs)⊗OX OXs .
This implies that
H0(Xs, gr
W
i F
nA•C) = H
0(Xs, gr
W
i Ω
n+1
X /k(logXs))
is non-zero if and only if i = δ(X). Thus by applying the exact functor Fn = grnF
to the weight spectral sequence in [St75, 4.20], we find that
grWn+δ(X)F
nHn(Xs(C), Rψf (C)) ∼= H0(Xs, grWδ(X)FnA•C) 6= 0.
This concludes the proof. 
3.4. Poles of maximal order.
(3.4.1) It follows immediately from Theorem 2.3.3 that each pole of ZX,ω(T )
has order at most dim(X) + 1. For Denef and Loeser’s motivic zeta functions of
hypersurface singularities, it was shown by Xu and the second author in [NX16b]
that the only possible pole of order dim(X) + 1 is the largest pole, i.e., minus the
log canonical threshold of f at x. This property had been conjectured by Veys
in [LV99]. The results in [NX16b] imply that the analogous property holds for
Calabi-Yau varieties.
Theorem 3.4.2. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-scheme
with trivial canonical line bundle, and let ω be a volume form on X. Then ZX,ω(T )
has a pole of order dim(X)+1 if and only if X has maximal degeneracy index; that
is, δ(X) = dim(X). Moreover, if s is a pole of order dim(X) + 1 of ZX,ω(T ), then
s = 1−min(ω).
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Proof. In view of theorem 3.2.3, it is enough to prove the second part of the
statement: if s is a pole of order dim(X) + 1 of ZX,ω(T ), then s = 1 − min(ω).
Let X be an snc-model of X . We adopt the notations from (2.3.2), writing
Xk =
∑
i∈I NiEi and divX (ω) =
∑
i∈I νiEi. It follows from the explicit formula
for the motivic zeta function in Theorem 2.3.3 that a rational number s is a pole of
ZX,ω(T ) of order dim(X)+1 if and only if there exists a subset J of I of cardinality
dim(X) + 1 such that EJ is non-empty and νj/Nj = −s for every j ∈ J . Then
each connected component of EJ corresponds to a face of Sk(X ) of dimension
dim(X) + 1 on which the weight function wtω is constant with value −s. Now
Theorem 5.4 in [NX16b] implies that s equals 1−min(ω). 
(3.4.3) If δ(X) < dim(X) then ZX,ω(T ) may very well have more than one pole
of order δ(X) + 1. This happens, for instance, in Example 5.3.5, where δ(X) = 0
and the zeta function has two poles of order one.
4. Abelian varieties
In the case where X = A is an abelian variety over K, the motivic zeta function
ZA,ω(T ) was studied in depth in [HN11] forgetting the µ̂-action. We will now
explain how these results can be upgraded to take the µ̂-action into account. In
particular, we will show that the Monodromy Property holds for abelian varieties.
4.1. Auxiliary results.
(4.1.1) Let G be a smooth commutative group scheme locally of finite type over
k. We denote by π0(G) the group of connected components of G. The identity
component G0 has a canonical Chevalley decomposition
0→ L→ Go → B → 0
where L is a smooth connected affine group scheme over k and B is an abelian
variety. The group scheme L splits canonically as L ∼= U×kT where U is a unipotent
group scheme and T is a torus. The dimensions of T and U are called the toric
and unipotent ranks of G, respectively. We will denote by G♯ the group scheme
G/L over k; this is an extension of π0(G) by the abelian variety B. Note that G
♯
is functorial in G because there are no non-trivial morphisms from L to an abelian
variety. Applying this functor commutes with taking identity components, and the
projection G→ G♯ induces an isomorphism of component groups π0(G)→ π0(G♯).
Proposition 4.1.2. Assume that G is of finite type over k and carries a good
action of the profinite group µ̂, such that µ̂ acts trivially on the torus T . Denote by
τ and u the toric and unipotent ranks of G, respectively. Then we have
[G] = [G♯]Lu(L − 1)τ
in K µ̂0 (Vark).
Proof. Since k has characteristic zero, U is canonically isomorphic to the vector
group scheme associated with Lie(U) via the exponential map. Thus G is an affine
bundle over G/U and the action of µ̂ on G is affine. Hence, [G] = [G/U ]Lu
in K µ̂0 (Vark) because we have trivialized affine actions in the definition of the
equivariant Grothendieck ring. Choosing an isomorphism T ∼= Gτm we can also
view G/U as a product of t punctured line bundles over G♯, where “punctured”
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means that we remove the zero sections. Since the action of µ̂ on T is trivial, the
group µ̂ acts linearly on each punctured line bundle. The triviality of affine actions
and the scissor relations now imply that [G/U ] = (L − 1)τ [G♯]. 
(4.1.3) Now let E be a semi-abelian variety over K, that is, an extension of
an abelian variety by a torus. Let E be the Ne´ron lft-model of E over R and
denote by E ok the identity component of its special fiber (the prefix lft indicates
that E is locally of finite type over R, rather than of finite type, if E contains a
non-trivial split subtorus). We say that E has semi-abelian reduction if E ok is semi-
abelian. For every positive integer d, we denote by E (d) the Ne´ron model of E(d) =
E ×K K(d). It carries a natural action of the Galois group µd = Gal(K(d)/K).
One can deduce from Grothendieck’s Semi-Stable Reduction Theorem for abelian
varieties that there exists a positive integer e such that E(e) has semi-abelian
reduction – see [HN16, III.3.6.4]. If A is an abelian K-variety with Ne´ron model A ,
then the toric and unipotent ranks of A are, by definition, the toric and unipotent
ranks of A ok . We denote them by t(A) and u(A), respectively. If e is a positive
integer such that A(e) has semi-abelian reduction, then the toric rank of A(e) does
not depend on the choice of e. It is called the potential toric rank of A and denoted
by tpot(A). We refer to [HN16] for further background.
Lemma 4.1.4. Let E be a semi-abelian K-variety whose abelian part has potential
good reduction (that is, the potential toric rank is zero). Let d, e be positive integers
such that E(e) has semi-abelian reduction and d is prime to e. Then the Galois
action of µd on E (d)
♯
k is trivial. If E has no non-trivial split subtorus, then the
base change morphism
E
♯
k → E (d)♯k
is an isomorphism.
Proof. We first consider the case where E has no non-trivial split subtorus. Then
E(d) has no non-trivial split subtorus either, because the toric part of E splits over
K(e) and d is prime to e. The toric rank of E (d)ok is zero by [HN10, 3.13], so that
E (d)ok is an extension of an abelian variety by a unipotent group. The theory of
Edixhoven’s filtration on Ne´ron models [Ed92], generalized to semi-abelian varieties
in [HN11, §4], provides a canonical identification of E (d)♯k with the fixed locus of
E (de)k under the action of the Galois group Gal(K(de)/K(d)) – see in particular
[HN11, 4.8]. In the same way, we can identify E ♯k with the fixed locus of E (de)k
under the action of Gal(K(de)/K). It follows that E ♯k is canonically isomorphic to
the fixed locus of E (d)♯k under the action of µd = Gal(K(d)/K).
The base change morphism
E (e)×R(e) R(de)→ E (de)
is an open immersion because E (e)ok is semi-abelian [SGA7-I, IX.3.3]. Thus
Gal(K(de)/K(e)) acts trivially on the identity component of E (de)k. Hence, µd
acts trivially on the identity component of E (d)♯k. We also know that the morphism
of groups of connected components associated with the base change morphism
Ek → E (d)k is an isomorphism, by [HN16, V.3.3.11]. Since the projection Ek → E ♯k
induces an isomorphism on component groups and the same holds for E (d), we find
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that the base change morphism
E
♯
k → E (d)♯k
is an isomorphism, which means that µd acts trivially on E (d)
♯
k.
Now, we deduce the general case. Let T be the maximal split subtorus of E and
set E′ = E/T . We denote by E , E ′ and T the Ne´ron lft-models of E, E′ and T ,
respectively. Then the natural sequence
0→ T → E → E ′ → 0
is exact, by the proof of [BLR90, 10.1.7]. Since the toric part of E splits over K(e)
and d is prime to e, T (d) is still the maximal split subtorus of E(d). We denote by
E (d), E ′(d) and T (d) the Ne´ron lft-models of E(d), E′(d) and T (d), respectively.
The group scheme T (d)♯k is simply the group of connected components of T (d)k.
It is canonically isomorphic to
HomZ(X(T ),K(d)
∗/R(d)∗)
where X(T ) denotes the character group of T – see for instance [HN16, III.3.4].
In particular, the action of µd on this group is trivial. The construction of the
Ne´ron lft-model E (d) in the proof of [BLR90, 10.1.7] implies that the morphism
of component groups induced by T (d)k → E (d)k is injective. It follows that the
sequence of group schemes
0→ T (d)♯k → E (d)♯k → E ′(d)♯k → 0
is still exact. We have already proven that µd acts trivially on E
′(d)♯k. Then it also
acts trivially on
E (d)♯k ×E ′(d)♯
k
(E ′(d)♯k)
o
by the triviality of the action on T (d)♯k. Moreover, as we have already recalled, the
base change morphism of component groups
π0(E
′
k)→ π0(E ′(d)k)
is an isomorphism. This means that we can lift any point c of π0(E
′(d)k) ∼=
π0(E
′(d)♯k) to a point of E
′(R) ⊂ E ′(d)(R(d)). This point lifts, at its turn, to
a point xc in E (R) because H
1(K,T ) = 0. Multiplication by xc now defines a
µd-equivariant isomorphism between
E (d)♯k ×E ′(d)♯
k
(E ′(d)♯k)
o = E (d)♯k ×π0(E ′(d)♯k) {1}
and
E (d)♯k ×π0(E ′(d)♯k) {c}.
Hence, µd acts trivially on the latter scheme, for all c, and thus also on E (d)
♯
k. 
Proposition 4.1.5. Let A be an abelian K-variety. Let d, e be positive integers
such that A(e) has semi-abelian reduction and d is prime to e. Then the group
µd acts trivially on the maximal subtorus of A (d)
o
k, and on A (d)
♯
k. Moreover, the
natural base change morphism
A ×R R(d)→ A (d)
induces an open immersion
A
♯
k → A (d)♯k.
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Proof. We consider the non-archimedean uniformization Ean → Aan of A, where E
is an extension of an abelian variety B with potential good reduction by a K-torus.
Let T ′ be the maximal split subtorus of E, and set E′ = E/T ′. We denote by
E , E ′, T and A the Ne´ron lft-models of E, E′, T and A, respectively. Then the
natural sequence
0→ T → E → E ′ → 0
is exact, by the proof of [BLR90, 10.1.7]. Moreover, there exists a natural surjective
morphism of group schemes Ek → Ak that induces an isomorphism on the identity
components [BX96, 2.3]. Under this isomorphism, the maximal subtorus of A ok is
precisely T ok , because the toric rank of (E
′
k)
o is zero by [HN10, 3.13].
Since the toric part of E splits overK(e) and d is prime to e, T (d) is the maximal
split subtorus of E(d). We denote by E (d), E ′(d) and T (d) the Ne´ron lft-models
of E(d), E′(d) and T ′(d), respectively. Then the results of the previous alinea also
apply to these objects. In particular, we can again identify the maximal subtorus
of A (d)ok with T (d)
o
k. But µd acts trivially on T (d)
o
k because T is split over K,
and it follows that µd acts trivally on the maximal subtorus of A (d)
o
k. Since A (d)
♯
k
is a quotient of E (d)♯k, and µd acts trivially on E (d)
♯
k by Lemma 4.1.4, we see that
µd acts trivially on A (d)
♯
k.
It remains to prove that the morphism
A
♯
k → A (d)♯k
is an open immersion. The groups of connected components of Ak and A
♯
k are
canonically isomorphic, and the same holds for A (d)k and A (d)
♯
k. The morphism
of component groups induced by the base change morphism
A ×R R(d)→ A (d)
is injective, by [HN10, 5.5]. Thus we only need to show that
A
♯
k → A (d)♯k
induces an isomorphism on the identity components; we can identify this morphism
on identity components with the base change morphism
E
♯,o
k → E (d)♯,ok .
However, the natural morphism E ok → (E ′k)o is surjective and its kernel is a torus,
so that it induces an isomorphism (E ♯k )
o → (E ′k)♯,o. The analogous statement holds
for E (d) and E ′(d). We have already proven in Lemma 4.1.4 that the base change
morphism
(E ′)♯k → E ′(d)♯k
is an isomorphism. Therefore, the base change morphism
A
♯,o
k → A (d)♯,ok
is an isomorphism, as well. 
4.2. Proof of the Monodromy Property.
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(4.2.1) To formulate our main result for abelian varieties, we need to recall one
more important invariant. Let A be an abelian variety overK and let e be a positive
integer such that A(e) has semi-abelian reduction. Then there exists a canonical
base change morphism h : A ×R R(e)→ A (e) that induces an injective morphism
Lie(h) : Lie(A ) ⊗R R(e) → Lie(A (e)) of free R(e)-modules of rank g = dim(A).
Chai’s base change conductor of A is the non-negative rational number
c(A) =
1
e
lengthR(e)coker(Lie(h)).
It is a measure for the defect of semi-abelian reduction of A; in particular, c(A) = 0
if and only if A has semi-abelian reduction. The invariant c(A) does not depend
on the choice of e. We refer to [HN16] for background. A volume form ω on A is
called distinguished if it extends to a relative volume form on A over R.
Theorem 4.2.2. Let A be an abelian K-variety and let ω be a volume form on A.
Then the motivic zeta function ZA,ω(T ) belongs to the subring
Mµ̂k
[
T,
1
1− LaT b
]
(a,b)∈Z×Z>0, a/b=1−min(ω)
ofMµ̂k [[T ]]. It has a unique pole at s = 1−min(ω), whose order equals 1+tpot(A). In
particular, A satisfies the Monodromy Property. If ω is distinguished, then c(A) =
1−min(ω).
Proof. Rescaling ω by a unit in K, we may assume that it is distinguished, in view
of equation (2.3.7). If we forget the µ̂-action, Theorem 4.2.2 was proven in [HN11,
8.6]. We will explain what needs to be changed in the proof to keep track of the
µ̂-action. For every positive integer d, we set A(d) = A×K K(d) and we denote by
A (d) the Ne´ron model of A(d) over R(d). By the universal property of the Ne´ron
model, the Galois action on A(d) extends to A (d) so that A (d) is, in particular, an
equivariant weak Ne´ron model, which we can use to compute the motivic integral
of ω(d) on A(d). The volume form ω(d) has the same order along each of the
connected components of A (d)k, by translation invariance. We define ordA(d) to
be the opposite of this order. The integer ordA(d) does not depend on the choice
of ω, since ω is determined up to multiplication with a unit in R. Then, by the
definition of the motivic integral, we have∫
X(d)
|ω(d)| = [A (d)k]LordA(d)
in Mµ̂k . The proof in [HN11, 8.6] revolved around the following two key facts.
Let e be the degree of the minimal extension of K where A acquires semi-abelian
reduction.
(1) We have ordA(m+ qe) = ordA(m) + c(A)eq for all positive integers m and
q.
(2) We have [A (md)k] = d
t(A(m))[A (m)k] in K0(Vark) for all positive integers
d and m such that d is prime to e′ = e/ gcd(m, e).
It suffices to show that the equality in (2) remains valid in the equivariant
Grothendieck ring K µ̂0 (Vark). The group schemes A (m)
o
k and A (md)
o
k have the
same toric rank, by [HN10, 4.2]. Moreover, it follows from Proposition 4.1.5 that
the base change morphism
A (m)♯k → A (md)♯k
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is an open immersion, and that the µ̂-action on A (md)♯k factors through µm.
In particular, the identity components of A (m)♯k and A (md)
♯
k have the same
dimension, so that A (m)ok and A (md)
o
k have the same unipotent rank. Proposition
4.1.2 now implies that [A (md)k] = C[A (m)k] in K
µ̂
0 (Vark), where C is the
order of the cokernel of A (m)♯k → A (md)♯k. It follows from [HN10, 5.7] that
C = dt(A(m)). 
Corollary 4.2.3. The degeneracy index δ(A) of A is equal to the potential toric
rank tpot(A).
Proof. This follows immediately from Theorems 3.2.3 and 4.2.2. 
Remark 4.2.4. In [HN11], we considered a more general set-up: R was allowed
to be any strictly Henselian discrete valuation ring, and A was assumed to be a
tamely ramified abelian variety over K. Let k be the residue field of R and denote
by p the characteristic exponent of k. Then, for every positive integer d prime to p,
the field K = Frac(R) still has a unique degree d extension in some fixed separable
closure of K, so that we can define A(d), A (d) and ordA(d) as before. We define
the motivic zeta function ZA,ω(T ) by
ZA,ω(T ) =
∑
d>0, (d,p)=1
[A (d)k]L
−ordA(d)T d ∈ Mµ̂k [[T ]].
If we forget the µ̂-action, this is precisely the zeta function that was considered
in [HN11]. Theorem 4.2.2 remains valid in this more general case, and the proof
carries over verbatim, except for one point: it is no longer true that every smooth
connected commutative unipotent group scheme over k is isomorphic to a power
of the additive group. Thus in Proposition 4.1.2, we need to assume that U has a
µ̂-equivariant filtration such that each successive quotient is isomorphic to Gma for
some m > 0. If U is the unipotent radical of A (d)ok for some d > 0 prime to p, such
a filtration is provided by Edixhoven’s theory [Ed92], and this is the only case we
need.
4.3. The essential skeleton of an abelian variety.
(4.3.1) The equality tpot(A) = δ(A) in Corollary 4.2.3 can also be proven in a
more direct way. By definition, δ(A) is the dimension of the essential skeleton Sk(A)
of A. In [Be90, §6.5], Berkovich has given a different construction of a skeleton of A,
denoted by ∆(A), whose dimension equals tpot(A). It is a canonical subspace of the
analytification Aan. If A has semi-abelian reduction, then ∆(A) is homeomorphic
to a real torus (S1)t(A).
Proposition 4.3.2. Let A be an abelian K-variety. Then the essential skeleton
Sk(A) coincides with Berkovich’s skeleton ∆(A) of A.
Proof. We will present Berkovich’s construction in a slightly different (but
equivalent) form, using the theory of non-archimedean uniformization. It suffices
to consider the case where A has semi-stable reduction, because both Sk(A) and
∆(A) are compatible with base change: for the essential skeleton this follows from
Proposition 3.1.3, and for the Berkovich skeleton this is part of the construction.
First, we recall the construction of the skeleton ∆(T ) of a split algebraic torus T
over a complete non-archimedean field F . Denote byM and N =M∨ the character
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and cocharacter lattice of T , respectively. Then there exists a canonical embedding
of N ⊗Z R into T an, whose image is called the skeleton of T and denoted by ∆(T ).
Under this embedding, a morphism ϕ : M → R corresponds to the Gauss point of
the poly-annulus in T an defined by the equations |m| = exp(−ϕ(m)) for all m ∈M .
Let
0→ L→ Ean → Aan → 0
be the non-archimedean uniformization of A [BL84, BL91]. Here E is an extension
of an abelian K-variety B with good reduction by a split K-torus T , and L is a
lattice of rank dim(T ) in E(K). Denote by M and N = M∨ the character and
cocharacter lattice of T , respectively. Let ω be a volume form on A; we denote its
pullback to Ean by ω′. The essential skeleton Sk(B) consists of a unique point ξ,
namely, the divisorial point associated with the special fiber of the Ne´ron model
B of B. We choose an open formal subscheme U of the t-adic completion B̂ that
contains the unit section of B̂ and such that the torus fibration E → B is trivial
over the generic fiber of U [BX96, 4.2]. Let σ be a section of this fibration over Uη
that passes through the identity element of E. The fiber of E over ξ is a T -torsor
over the completed residue field H (ξ), which we denote by Tξ. We trivialize this
torsor by choosing the rational point x = σ(ξ) on Tξ as the identity in Tξ. Then
the embedding N ⊗Z R → T anξ does not depend on the choice of σ. By means of
the embedding T anξ → Ean, we can view the skeleton ∆(Tξ) as a subspace of Ean.
The embedding ∆(Tξ) → Ean has a canonical retraction: the tropicalization
map Ean → ∆(Tξ). It is completely characterized by the following properties: the
restriction to T an is the usual tropicalization map
T an → HomZ(M,R) : x 7→ (m 7→ − ln |m(x)|),
and for every connected analytic domain U in Ban and every section σ : U → Ean
of the morphism Ean → Ban, the map trop◦σ is constant. The map trop sends the
lattice L isomorphically onto a complete lattice in the R-vector space ∆(Tξ). Now
the skeleton ∆(A) is the image of ∆(Tξ) under the morphism E
an → Aan, and the
map ∆(Tξ)→ ∆(A) factors through a homeomorphism ∆(Tξ)/trop(L)→ ∆(A).
To complete the argument, it will be convenient to use Temkin’s generalization
of the weight function in [Te16]. Temkin defined a metric ‖ · ‖ on the canonical line
bundle of any quasi-smoothK-analytic space. By [Te16, 8.3.4], we have an equality
wtφ = 1 − ln ‖φ‖ of functions on Y an for every smooth and proper K-scheme Y
and every volume form φ on Y . Thus it is natural to define the weight function of
a volume form φ on any quasi-smooth K-analytic space Z by
wtφ : Z → R ∪ {+∞} : z 7→ 1− ln ‖φ(z)‖.
Let ω′ be the pullback of ω to Ean. Since the morphism h : Ean → Aan is locally
an open immersion, the local analytic nature of Temkin’s construction implies
that wtω′ = wtω ◦ h. Hence, it suffices to show that wtω′ reaches its minimal
value precisely on ∆(Tξ). Since ω
′ is translation-invariant, we can write it as
ω′B ⊗ ω′T where ω′B and ω′T are translation invariant volume forms on B and T ,
respectively. Then wtω′
B
reaches its minimal value exactly at ξ and, by [Te16, 8.2.2],
the function wtω′
T
reaches its minimal value exactly on the skeleton ∆(T ) ⊂ T an.
Since the morphism E → B is a locally trivial fibration, it now easily follows from
the definition of Temkin’s metric that wtω′ reaches its minimal value precisely on
∆(Tξ). 
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Corollary 4.3.3. Let A be an abelian K-variety with semi-abelian reduction. Then
the essential skeleton Sk(A) is homeomorphic to a real t(A)-dimensional torus
(S1)t(A).
Proof. The Berkovich skeleton ∆(A) is homeomorphic to (S1)t(A), so that the result
follows from Proposition 4.3.2. 
5. Equivariant Kulikov models
5.1. Definitions.
(5.1.1) In Theorem 4.2.2, we have shown that, when X is an abelian variety over
K and ω is a volume form on X , the motivic zeta function ZX,ω(T ) has a unique
pole. We will now extend this result to Calabi-Yau varieties X that have a special
kind of semistable model over a finite extension of K; we will call such models
equivariant Kulikov models in analogy with the Kulikov classification of semistable
degenerations of K3 surfaces (see Section 6). The unique pole is then equal to
1 −min(ω), by Theorem 3.2.3, and it follows from Theorem 3.3.3 that X satisfies
the Monodromy Property in Definition 2.3.5.
Definition 5.1.2. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-
scheme with trivial canonical line bundle, and let d be a positive integer. A Kulikov
model for X over R(d) is a regular flat proper algebraic space Y over R(d), endowed
with an isomorphism of K(d)-schemes YK(d) → X ×K K(d), such that the special
fiber Yk is a divisor with normal crossings, and the logarithmic relative canonical
line bundle ωY /R(d)(Yk,red − Yk) is trivial. We say that the Kulikov model Y is
equivariant if the Galois action of µd on X ×K K(d) extends to an action on Y .
Example 5.1.3. Assume that X has potential Galois-equivariant good reduction,
i.e., there exist a positive integer d and a smooth and proper R(d)-model Y of
X ×K K(d) such that the Galois action of µd on X ×K K(d) extends to Y . Then
Y is an equivariant Kulikov model for X .
Remark 5.1.4. If X has an equivariant Kulikov model Y over R(d), for some
d > 0, then we can also find an equivariant Kulikov model Y ′ over R(d′) for some
d′ > 0 such that Y ′k is a reduced divisor with strict normal crossings. Indeed,
if we denote by Y † the log space over S(d)† obtained by endowing Y with the
divisorial log structure induced by Yk, then we can first make the log structure on
Y † Zariski by means of a µd-equivariant log blow-up as in [Ni06, 5.6], and then
apply a Galois-equivariant version of the semi-stable reduction theorem in [Sa04,
1.8]. Since log blow-ups are e´tale and log differentials are compatible with fs base
change, the result is still a Kulikov model of X . We do not include a detailed proof
here because we will not need this property in the remainder of the paper.
(5.1.5) If X is a K3-surface, then there always exists a positive integer d such
that X has a Kulikov model over R(d) whose special fiber is a reduced strict normal
crossings divisor [LM15, 2.1]. The special fibers of such models have been classified
by Kulikov and Persson-Pinkham (see Section 6.1), which explains our choice of
terminology. However, we will see in Example 5.3.5 that X may fail to have an
equivariant Kulikov model, even when X has potential good reduction.
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Theorem 5.1.6. Let A be an abelian variety over K. Then X has an equivariant
Kulikov model Y over R(d), for some d > 0, such that Y is a regular proper scheme
over R(d) and Yk is a reduced strict normal crossings divisor.
Proof. We will use the notations from Section 4. If d is a sufficiently divisible
positive integer, then A(d) has semi-abelian reduction. Replacing d by a multiple
if necessary, we can use Theorem 4.6 in [Ku¨98] to produce a model Y of A(d) over
R(d) such that Y is a regular proper scheme over R(d) and Yk is a reduced strict
normal crossings divisor. This model has the property that the R(d)-smooth locus
of Y is a Ne´ron model for A(d), by the discussion in Section 4.4 in [Ku¨98]. Since
the smooth locus of Yk is dense, triviality of ωA (d)/R(d) now implies that ωY /R is
trivial. Finally, we can arrange that the Galois action of Gal(K(d)/K) on A(d)
extends to Y , by starting from a split ample degeneration (A (d)o,L,M) (in the
sense of [Ku¨98, §2.1]) such that Gal(K(d)/K) acts on L and M. 
Remark 5.1.7. One can show that, if A is an abelian K-variety with semi-abelian
reduction, then A has a Kulikov model over R in the category of schemes. Let
P be one of the proper regular R-models of A constructed in [Ku¨98]. Then
Pk is a strict normal crossings divisor, and one can check that the line bundle
ωP/R(Pk,red − Pk) is trivial, in the following way. Let ω be a volume form on
A that extends to a relative volume form on the Ne´ron model. We claim that ω
generates ωP/R(Pk,red −Pk). This can be checked after pulling back ω through
the e´tale morphism of formal schemes P˜for → Pfor (notations as in [Ku¨98, §2.13]).
Thus it suffices to show that, if E is the semi-abelian K-variety that uniformizes A
and ω˜ is a translation-invariant volume form on E that extends to a relative volume
form on the Ne´ron lft-model of E, then ω˜ generates ω
P˜/R
(P˜k,red − P˜k) for every
relative completion P˜ constructed as in [Ku¨98] by means of Mumford’s method.
This follows easily from the fact that toric schemes over R(d) have trivial relative
logarithmic canonical sheaf. It is also worth pointing out that Theorem 5.1.6 and
Remark 5.1.7 remain valid if the residue characteristic of R is positive (replacing
K(d) by a finite Galois extension of K).
Kulikov models of abelian varieties are related to Ne´ron models via the following
result.
Proposition 5.1.8. Let A be an abelian variety over K and let X be a Kulikov
model for A over R. Then the R-smooth locus Sm(X ) of X is canonically
isomorphic to the Ne´ron model A of A (in particular, it is a scheme).
Proof. By the universal property of Ne´ron models, we know that, for every smooth
R-scheme Y , every morphism of K-schemes YK → A extends uniquely to a
morphism of R-schemes Y → A . The uniqueness of the extension guarantees that
this still holds when Y is a smooth algebraic space over R (by gluing the morphisms
we get on e´tale charts). In particular, the isomorphism XK → A extends uniquely
to a morphism of algebraic spaces h : Sm(X ) → A . We will show that h is an
isomorphism.
The map X (R)→ XK(K) is bijective because X is proper over R. Since X is
regular, every R-point on X factors through Sm(X ), by [BLR90, 3.1.2]. On the
other hand, we also have that A (R) → A(K) is bijective by the Ne´ron mapping
property, and the reduction map A (R)→ A (k) is surjective by smoothness of A
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and the fact that R is henselian. Thus h is surjective, and it is enough to show that
it is an open immersion.
Since h is an isomorphism on the generic fibers, we only need to prove that it is
e´tale: then Sm(X ) is a scheme [Kn71, II.6.17] so that fact (c) after the statement
of [BLR90, 3.5/7] implies that h is an open immersion. It suffices to show that the
morphism of line bundles
α : h∗ωA /R → ωSm(X )/R
is an isomorphism. The source and target of this morphism are trivial line bundles
on Sm(X ) and the generic fiber XK is proper, so that it is enough to show that α is
surjective on the stalks at some point x of Sm(X )k. Since k has characteristic zero,
we can take for x the generic point of any connected component of Sm(X )k that
is not contracted by h; such components exist because h is surjective and Sm(X )
and A have the same dimension. This concludes the proof. 
5.2. Toroidal models in the Nisnevich topology.
(5.2.1) Let U be an algebraic space. A Nisnevich cover of U is a family of e´tale
morphisms {fα : Vα → U}α∈A such that, for every point u in U , there exist an
element α in A and a point v in Vα such that fα(v) = u and the extension of residue
fields κ(u)→ κ(v) is trivial. We will express this condition by saying that the point
u lifts to a point v on Vα. Nisnevich covers generate a Grothendieck topology on
the category of algebraic spaces, called the Nisnevich topology.
(5.2.2) Even though algebraic spaces are defined as sheaves on the e´tale site,
they have very good properties already with respect to the Nisnevich topology: on
every Noetherian algebraic space with a finite group action, we can find “good”
equivariant Nisnevich charts that are affine schemes. To make this precise, we first
need to introduce some terminology. Let G be a finite group and let f : V → U
be an equivariant morphism of Noetherian algebraic spaces with G-action. We say
that f is fixed point reflecting (fpr) if for every point v of V , the stabilizer of G at
v is equal to the stabilizer of G at f(v).
Proposition 5.2.3. Let U be a Noetherian algebraic space with an action of a
finite group G. Then there exists an fpr G-equivariant Nisnevich cover V → U
such that V is an affine scheme.
Proof. By [Ma76, 2.1], we can find an fpr G-equivariant e´tale surjection V → U
such that V is an affine scheme. Let u be a point of U . An inspection of the proof
of [Ma76, 2.1] shows that we can choose V → U in such a way that u lifts to a point
on V . Then there exists a neighbourhood of u in the Zariski closure of {u} such
that every point in this neighbourhood lifts to V . By Noetherian induction, we can
now construct a morphism V → U as in the statement of the proposition. 
The importance of fpr morphisms lies in the following property.
Proposition 5.2.4. Let G be a finite group, acting on an algebraic space U of finite
type over a Noetherian scheme Z with trivial G-action. Assume that the order of G
is invertible on U , and let V → U be an fpr G-equivariant Nisnevich cover. Then
the quotient morphism V/G→ U/G is a Nisnevich cover.
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Proof. The quotients U/G and V/G are representable by algebraic spaces by [Ma76,
2.2]. The construction in [Ma76, 2.2] also implies that they are of finite type over Z,
and hence Noetherian, because this holds in the case where U and V are schemes
[SGA1, V.1.5]. The morphism V/G → U/G is e´tale; this was stated in [Kn71,
p.183] and a proof can be found in [Ko97, 2.17]. Thus we only need to show that
every point u in U/G lifts to a point in V/G. Let u′ be a point in U that maps
to u. The point u′ lifts to a point v′ in V because V → U is a Nisnevich cover.
We denote by v the image of v′ in V/G. Since V → U is also fpr, the stabilizer
subgroups of G at u′ and v′ coincide; we denote this stabilizer by H .
We claim that κ(u) = κ(u′)H = κ(v′)H = κ(v). This implies that u lifts to
the point v on V/G. To prove our claim, we may assume that U and V are affine
schemes, since the quotient maps U → U/G and V → V/G are affine and the
formation of geometric quotients commutes with flat base change. Then by [SGA1,
V.2.2(i)], we may also assume that G = H . Now our claim follows from the fact
that, for every equivariant surjective morphism A→ κ of rings with G-action such
that the order of G is invertible in A, the induced morphism AG → κG is still
surjective (this is the only place where we used the assumption that the order of G
is invertible on U). 
Definition 5.2.5. Let X be a smooth and proper K-scheme, and let X be a normal
proper R-model of X in the category of algebraic spaces. We say that X is Nis-
toroidal if there exist
(1) a Nisnevich cover of X by finitely many schemes U1, . . . ,Ur;
(2) on each scheme Uj, a reduced divisor Dj such that Dj is flat over R and
such that Uj, endowed with the divisorial Zariski log structure associated
with (Uj)k +Dj, is smooth over S
†.
5.3. Proof of the Monodromy Property.
Theorem 5.3.1. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-
scheme, and assume that X has an equivariant Kulikov model over R(d) for some
d > 0. Then X has a Nis-toroidal proper R-model X such that the divisor class
KX /R + Xk,red is torsion, where KX /R denotes the relative canonical divisor of
X over R.
Proof. We will use two key concepts from Gabber’s theory exposed in [ILO14]: very
tame group actions on log schemes [ILO14, Exp.VI] and the notion of rigidification
[ILO14, Exp.VIII]. Some care is required here, because the results in [ILO14] are
formulated for log schemes and we want to work with log algebraic spaces. We will
explain how the necessary results can be adapted to our set-up.
Let Z † be a fine and saturated log algebraic space of characteristic zero and let G
be a finite group acting on Z †. Following the definition for log schemes in [ILO14,
VI.3.1], we say that the action of G is very tame if, for every geometric point z of
Z †, the stabilizer Gz of z acts trivially on the characteristic monoid M♯Z †,z and
on the entire log stratum of Z † that contains the image of z. Assume that Z † is
regular and that the action of G on Z † is very tame. Deligne and, independently,
Matsuura have proven that the quotient Z /G exists in the category of algebraic
spaces (see [Ma76] and [Kn71, p.183]). We denote by π : Z → Z /G the quotient
map. Then we can form the quotient Z †/G as in [ILO14, VI.3.2] by endowing
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Z /G with the log structure
(π∗MZ †)G → (π∗OZ )G = OZ /G.
This log structure is fine and saturated and the log algebraic space Z †/G is still
regular: the result in [ILO14, VI.3.2] for schemes can be generalized to algebraic
spaces by taking G-equivariant e´tale charts on Z as in [Ma76, 2.2] and [Kn71,
p.183].
Let Y be an equivariant Kulikov model for X over R(d), for some d > 0, and
denote by Y † the log algebraic space we obtain by endowing Y with the divisorial
log structure induced by Yk. We write S(d)
† for the scheme S(d) = SpecR(d) with
its standard log structure. Then Y † is smooth over S(d)†, the logarithmic relative
canonical line bundle ωY †/S(d)† ∼= ωY /S(d)(Yk,red − Yk) is trivial, and µd acts on
Y †. We say that the log structure on Y † is Nisnevich if the sheaf of monoidsMY †
that defines the log structure is the pullback of a sheaf on the Nisnevich site on
Y . We can make the log structure on Y † Nisnevich by means of a canonical (and,
in particular, µd-equivariant) log blow-up: we first choose an fpr µd-equivariant
Nisnevich cover U → Y such that U is an affine scheme, using Proposition 5.2.3.
We pull back the log structure on Y † to define a log scheme U †. We then use the
canonical log blow-up in [Ni06, 5.6] to make the log structure on U † Zariski. Log
blow-ups are e´tale, and therefore do not affect the smoothness of U † or the triviality
of the logarithmic relative canonical line bundle. By a similar procedure, we can
also make the log structure on U † µd-strict, which means that, for every irreducible
component E of Uk and every ζ ∈ µk, either ζE = E or ζE ∩ E = ∅. This can
always be achieved by performing a log modification corresponding to a barycentric
subdivision of the fan of U †. Since each step in this procedure is canonical, the
resulting morphism of log schemes V † → U † descends to a µd-equivariant proper
e´tale morphism of log algebraic spaces Z † → Y † that is an isomorphism on the
generic fibers. The log algebraic space Z † is smooth over S(d)†, its log structure is
Nisnevich and µd-strict, and it has trivial logarithmic relative canonical line bundle
ωZ †/S(d)† .
We claim that the quotient Z /µd is Nis-toroidal. If the action of µd on V
† is
very tame, then V †/µd is regular, and hence smooth over S
† because R has equal
characteristic zero (see the proof of [BN16, 3.2.4]). Unfortunately, the action of µd
on V † need not be very tame, but we can make it very tame (at least Zariski-locally
on V ) by adding horizontal components to the logarithmic boundary; this process
is called rigidification in [ILO14, Exp.VIII].
The proof of Lemma 5.3.8 in [ILO14, Exp.VIII] produces an fpr µd-equivariant
surjective morphism of affine log schemes h : W † → V † such that the following
properties hold:
(1) h is locally an open immersion on the underlying schemes;
(2) the log structure on W † is the divisorial log structure induced by a strict
normal crossings divisor on W whose support contains the reduced special
fiber Wk,red (thus W
† is regular and its log structure is Zariski);
(3) the µd-action on W
† is very tame.
Here we are using that the log structure on V † is Zariski and that the group µd is
split over R to get a morphism h that is locally an open immersion, rather than
merely e´tale as in [ILO14, VIII.5.3.8].
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The very tameness of the µd-action implies that W
†/µd is regular and that the
projection morphism W † → W †/µd is e´tale [ILO14, VI.3.2]. It also implies that
W † is µd-strict; this follows, more precisely, from the fact that the stabilizer at
each point w acts trivially on the characteristic monoid M♯
W ,w. Hence, the log
structure on W †/µd is Zariski. Proposition 5.2.4 implies that the morphism of
algebraic spaces W /µd → Z /µd is a Nisnevich cover, because W → Z is an fpr
Nisnevich cover. Thus Z /µd is Nis-toroidal; we set X = Z /µd and we define X
†
by endowing X with the log structure induced by Xk.
It remains to prove that the divisor class KX /R + Xk,red is torsion. We will
prove that it is linearly equivalent to a rational multiple of the special fiber Xk.
We define the rank one reflexive sheaf ωX †/S† to be the pushforward to X of the
logarithmic relative canonical line bundle on the smooth locus of X † → S†. Note
that this smooth locus contains all the codimension one points of X , because X
and Xk,red are regular at these points. Let ω be a volume form on X . Then we
must show that the divisor of ω, viewed as a rational section of ωX †/S† , is a rational
multiple of Xk. We denote by ×fs the fiber product in the category of fine and
saturated log schemes. The morphism
f : Z † → X † ×fsS† S(d)†
is an isomorphism over each generic point ξ of Xk, because f is finite and an
isomorphism on the generic fibers, and X † is log smooth over S† at ξ so that
X † ×fsS† S(d)† is normal at each point lying over ξ. Since the logarithmic relative
canonical line bundle is compatible with fine and saturated base change, it suffices
to show that the divisor of ω ⊗K K(d) on Z † is a rational multiple of the special
fiber of Z . This follows at once from the fact that ωZ †/S(d)† is trivial. 
Theorem 5.3.2. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-scheme
with trivial canonical line bundle, and assume that X has an equivariant Kulikov
model over R(d) for some d > 0. Let ω be a volume form on X. Then ZX,ω(T )
lies in the ring
Mµ̂k
[
T,
1
1− LaT b
]
(a,b)∈Z×Z>0, a/b=1−min(ω)
.
Thus 1−min(ω) is the only pole of ZX,ω(T ).
Proof. We will deduce this result from Theorem 5.3.1 and the computation of the
motivic zeta function on a log smooth model in [BN16]. Let X be a strictly toroidal
proper R-model of X such that the divisor class KX /R + Xk,red is torsion. Then
the divisor divX (ω) of ω, viewed as a rational section of the rank one reflexive sheaf
ωX †/S† , is equal to αXk for some rational number α. We will prove Theorem 5.3.2
with 1−min(ω) replaced by −α; it then follows automatically from Theorem 3.2.3
that α = min(ω)− 1.
Choose Uj and Dj as in Definition 5.2.5, for j ∈ {1, . . . , r}. After a suitable
refinement of the cover {U1, . . . ,Ur}, we can find a partition of Xk into subschemes
V1, . . . , Vs and, for every ℓ in {1, . . . , s}, an element j(ℓ) in {1, . . . , r} such that
Uj(ℓ)×X Vℓ → Vℓ is an isomorphism. Then ZX,ω(T ) satisfies the following additivity
property with respect to the Nisnevich cover {U1, . . . ,Ur} of X . For each j, we
consider the motivic zeta function Z µ̂
Uj ,ω
(T ) as defined in [BN16, §6.2]; here we
abuse notation by writing ω for the restriction of ω to the generic fiber of Uj .
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This zeta function is a formal power series in T with coefficients in the localized
Grothendieck ring Mµ̂(Uj)k of varieties over (Uj)k with good µ̂-action. For every ℓ
in {1, . . . , s}, we define the generating series Zℓ(T ) by first applying the base change
morphism
Mµ̂(Uj(ℓ))k →M
µ̂
Vℓ
to the coefficients of Z µ̂
Uj ,ω
(T ), and then the forgetful morphism
Mµ̂Vℓ →M
µ̂
k .
Then it follows from Proposition 7.2.2 in the appendix that
ZX,ω(T ) = Z1(T ) + . . .+ Zs(T ).
Thus it suffices to show that each of the zeta functions ZUj ,ω(T ) lies in
Mµ̂(Uj)k
[
T,
1
1− LaT b
]
(a,b)∈Z×Z>0, a/b=−α
.
To simplify the notation, we will fix an index j in {1, . . . , r} and write U and D
instead of Uj and Dj .
Denote by U † the space U endowed with the divisorial Zariski log structure
induced by Uk +D. By the definition of a strictly toroidal model, U
† is smooth
over S†. Write Uk =
∑
i∈I NiEi. For every i ∈ I, we denote by νi the order of ω
along Ei, where we view ω as a rational section of the line bundle ωU †/S† . Then∑
i∈I νiEi is the pullback of divX (ω) to U , so that νi = αNi for every i ∈ I. Now
[BN16, 6.2.2] implies that ZU ,ω(T ) lies in the ring
Mµ̂
Uk
[
T,
1
1− LaT b
]
(a,b)∈Z×Z>0, a/b=−α
.

Corollary 5.3.3. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and proper K-scheme
with trivial canonical line bundle, and assume that X has an equivariant Kulikov
model over R(d) for some d > 0. Then X satisfies the Monodromy Property in
Definition 2.3.5.
Proof. This is an immediate consequence of Theorems 3.3.3 and 5.3.2. 
(5.3.4) Corollary 5.3.3 yields, in particular, a new proof of the Monodromy
Property for abelian varieties, by the existence of equivariant Kulikov models for
abelian varieties (Theorem 5.1.6). However, the proof we have given in Section 4
provides finer information on the coefficients of the zeta function, which is why we
have included it in the paper.
Example 5.3.5. There are examples of geometrically connected, smooth and
properK-schemes with trivial canonical line bundle that do not have an equivariant
Kulikov model over R(d) for any d > 0, and in such examples, the motivic zeta
function may have more than one pole. For instance, consider the closed subscheme
Y of ProjR[x, y, z, w] defined by the homogeneous equation
x2w2 + y2w2 + z2w2 + x4 + y4 + z4 + tw4 = 0.
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One checks by direct computation that Y is regular. Its generic fiber X = YK is
a smooth K3 surface, and its special fiber Yk a singular K3 surface with a unique
singularity at O = (0 : 0 : 0 : 1), of type A1. We can construct an snc-model X of
X by blowing up Y at O. The strict transform D of Yk is smooth and intersects
the exceptional divisor E ∼= P2k transversally along a smooth conic C, and we have
Xk = D + 2E.
Let ω be a volume form on X that extends to a relative volume form on Y at the
generic point of Yk. Then the motivic zeta function ZX,ω(T ) has two poles, namely,
0 and −1/2. Indeed, applying the formula in Theorem 2.3.3 to the snc-model X ,
we find
ZX,ω(T ) = [D
o]
T
1− T + [E˜
o]
L−1T 2
1− L−1T 2 + [C]
L−1T 3
(1− T )(1− L−1T 2) .
In particular, it follows from Theorem 5.3.2 that X does not have an equivariant
Kulikov model over R(d) for any d > 0 (although it has good reduction over R(2)
in the category of algebraic spaces). However, the surface X still satisfies the
Monodromy Property: computing the monodromy zeta function of X on the snc-
model X using the A’Campo formula from (2.3.8), we see that −1 is an eigenvalue
of the monodromy transformation σ on H2(X ×K Ka,Q).
6. Examples
6.1. The semi-stable case.
(6.1.1) Let X be a geometrically connected smooth proper K-scheme with trivial
canonical line bundle, and let ω be a volume form on X . Assume that X has
semi-stable reduction. In this case, the Monodromy Property in Definition 2.3.5 is
trivially satisfied: from the formula for the motivic zeta function in Theorem 2.3.3,
we immediately see that all the poles of ZX,ω(T ) are integers. Nevertheless, it is
still interesting to investigate how the geometry of X is reflected in other aspects
of the motivic zeta function.
(6.1.2) The case of K3-surfaces was studied in detail by Stewart and Vologodsky
in [SV11]. Their analysis is based on the so-called Kulikov classification of semi-
stable degenerations of K3 surfaces. We have already recalled in (5.1.5) that every
K3-surface X has a Kulikov model over a finite extension K ′ of K. We do not
know if it suffices to take an extension K ′ where X acquires semi-stable reduction:
the algebro-geometric construction of Kulikov models consists of running a Minimal
Model Program on a semi-stable model and resolving the singularities by means of
small resolutions, and the latter step may require an additional extension of K ′ (see
the proof of [LM15, 2.1]). In any case, if X has a Kulikov model X over R, then
the possible special fibers Xk have been completely classified by Kulikov, Persson
and Pinkham. They are subdivided into three types:
• Type I. The special fiber Xk is smooth. This happens if and only if σ acts
trivially on H2(X ×K Ka,Q).
• Type II. The special fiber Xk is a chain of surfaces; the interior surfaces
are elliptic ruled, the outer ones are rational, and the intersection curves
are elliptic. This happens if and only if σ has a Jordan block of rank 2 on
H2(X ×K Ka,Q), but no Jordan block of rank 3.
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• Type III. The special fiber Xk is a union of rational surfaces, and its dual
intersection complex is a triangulated 2-sphere. This happens if and only
if σ has a Jordan block of rank 3 on H2(X ×K Ka,Q).
Using (2.3.7), we can rescale ω in such a way that min(ω) = 1. Then, in the Type
I case, the motivic zeta function ZX,ω(T ) equals [Xk]T (1 − T )−1. In the Type II
and III cases, Stewart and Vologodsky gave an elegant formula for the motivic zeta
function ZX,ω(T ) in terms of the limit mixed Hodge structure associated with X :
the coefficients of ZX,ω(T ) are computed in Theorem 1 of [SV11].
The Kulikov classification provides in particular a description of the essential
skeleton Sk(X). This description can also be proven directly, by means of the
following result (which does not assume that X has a Kulikov model over R).
Theorem 6.1.3. Let X be a geometrically connected, smooth and projective K-
variety of dimension n with trivial canonical line bundle.
(1) The essential skeleton Sk(X) is a connected pseudo-manifold with boundary.
(2) The degeneracy index δ(X) equals n if and only if there is a Jordan block
of monodromy on Hn(X ×K Ka,Q) of size n+ 1.
(3) If X has semi-stable reduction and δ(X) = n, then Sk(X) is a closed
pseudo-manifold. If, moreover, hi,0(X) = 0 for 0 < i < n, then Sk(X)
has the rational homology of the n-dimensional sphere Sn.
(4) Assume that X has semi-stable reduction and trivial geometric fundamental
group (that is, πe´t1 (X ×K Ka) = {1}). Then the profinite completion of
π1(Sk(X)) is trivial.
Proof. (1) This is proven in [NX16a, 4.1.4].
(2) It suffices to prove this statement after base change to some finite extension
of K, by Proposition 3.1.3. Thus, we may assume that X has a projective semi-
stable model, by the semi-stable reduction theorem. In that case, the result was
proven in [NX16a, 4.1.10].
(3) This follows from [NX16a, 4.1.7 and 4.1.10] if X has a projective semi-stable
model, and we can reduce to this case by means of Proposition 3.1.3 and the semi-
stable reduction theorem.
(4) We denote by K̂a the completion of Ka. Then πe´t1 (X ×K K̂a) = {1} by
the invariance of the fundamental group under change of algebraically closed base
field for proper schemes (or for separated schemes of finite type in characteristic
zero). The essential skeleton Sk(X) is homotopy equivalent to Xan, and the
morphism (X ×K K̂a)an → Xan is a homotopy equivalence because X has semi-
stable reduction (this follows, for instance, from Proposition 3.1.3). Every non-
trivial finite topological cover of (X ×K K̂a)an gives rise to a non-trivial finite e´tale
cover of X ×K K̂a by non-archimedean GAGA [Be90, 3.4.13]. It follows that the
profinite completion of π1(Sk(X)) is trivial. 
Corollary 6.1.4. Let X be a K3-surface with semi-stable reduction. Then the
maximal size of a Jordan block of monodromy on H2(X×KKa,Q) is equal to δ(X)+
1. If δ(X) = 0 then Sk(X) is a point; if δ(X) = 1 then Sk(X) is homeomorphic
to the interval [0, 1]; if δ(X) = 2 then Sk(X) is homeomorphic to S2, the two-
dimensional sphere.
Proof. Theorem 6.1.3 implies that δ(X) = 2 if and only if there is a Jordan block of
monodromy on H2(X ×K Ka,Q) of size 3. It also states that, in that case, Sk(X)
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is a 2-dimensional closed pseudo-manifold and a rational homology 2-sphere. This
implies that Sk(X) is homeomorphic to S2.
To finish the proof, it suffices to show that δ(X) = 0 if and only if the monodromy
action on H2(X ×K Ka,Q) is trivial; the remainder of the statement then follows
from Theorem 6.1.3. If the monodromy action on H2(X ×K Ka,Q) is trivial, then
Theorem 3.3.3 implies that δ(X) = 0. Assume, conversely, that δ(X) = 0. We
must show that the monodromy action on H2(X ×K Ka,Q) is trivial. We already
know that it is unipotent, by the assumption that X has semi-stable reduction.
Thus it is enough to prove the triviality of the monodromy after a finite extension
of K, so that we can assume that X has a projective semi-stable model X over
R. The unique point of Sk(X) corresponds to an irreducible component E of Xk.
Let ω be a generator for the module of logarithmic relative canonical forms on X
over R. Then, by the definition of Sk(X), we know that ω restricts to a non-zero
canonical form on E and vanishes along all the other components of Xk. Now it
follows from the Clemens-Schmid exact sequence that the monodromy action on
H2(X ×K Ka,Q) is trivial (see [Pe77, 2.7.5] – one can reduce to the case where
X is defined over an algebraic curve in the same way as in the proof of Theorem
3.3.3). 
(6.1.5) Corollary 6.1.4 has a partial generalization to higher dimensions. Let X
be a geometrically connected, smooth and projective K-variety of dimension n with
trivial canonical bundle and trivial geometric fundamental group. Assume, that X
has semi-stable reduction, hi,0(X) = 0 for 0 < i < n and δ(X) = dim(X) (the
last condition is sometimes expressed by saying that X is maximally degenerate
or maximally unipotent). Then Kontsevich and Soibelman’s non-archimedean
interpretation of the SYZ conjecture in the theory of mirror symmetry suggests
that Sk(X) is homeomorphic to the n-sphere Sn. If n = 3, this was proven by
Kolla´r and Xu in [KX16, §34]. Note that, in that case, it suffices to prove that
Sk(X) is a topological manifold, by residual finiteness of the fundamental groups
of 3-manifolds and the Poincare´ conjecture. Kolla´r and Xu also proved the n = 4
case under the assumption that X has a minimal dlt-model that is snc.
6.2. Triple-point free degenerations of K3-surfaces.
(6.2.1) Example 5.3.5 is a special case of a triple-point free degeneration of K3-
surfaces. These are K3-surfaces over K that have an snc-model X over R such
that no three distinct irreducible components of Xk intersect; equivalently, the
dual intersection complex of Xk has dimension at most 1. Apart from the case of
elliptic curves, this seems to be the only class of varieties with trivial canonical line
bundle were a classification of snc-models has been made without the assumption of
semi-stable reduction: this is the Crauder-Morrison classification in [CM83]. More
precisely, Crauder and Morrison classified triple-point free degenerations of surfaces
with numerically trivial canonical bundle. Unfortunately, it is not clear from their
work which combinatorial types of special fibers can really occur for degenerations
of K3-surfaces.
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(6.2.2) Minimal triple-point free degenerations X of K3 surfaces X (in the
category of algebraic spaces) with δ(X) = 0 are called flowerpot degenerations
because of the particular shape of the dual graph of the special fiber: a pot (the
unique point in the essential skeleton Sk(X)) and, attached to it, a finite number
of flowers (corresponding to chains of surfaces). In the case δ(X) = 1, one speaks
of chain degenerations: the essential skeleton Sk(X) is homeomorphic to a line
segment, and in the dual graph of Xk we again find a finite number of flowers
emanating from Sk(X). We have verified the Monodromy Property for all the
flowerpot degenerations and most of the chain degenerations, and we are currently
investigating the remaining cases in collaboration with A. Jaspers. The results will
appear in Jaspers’s PhD thesis; see [Ja16] for an announcement.
6.3. Kummer surfaces and Hilbert schemes.
(6.3.1) In the remaining paragraphs of this section, we shall discuss several
examples of Calabi-Yau varieties that admit equivariant Kulikov models after a
suitable extension of K. We will first consider Kummer K3 surfaces; precisely,
we shall prove that the Kummer surface associated to an abelian surface with
potential good reduction admits a smooth equivariant Kulikov model after a
suitable extension in the base. In the discussion below, we will follow closely [Ma15,
Sec. 4]. For any field F , we denote by F a a fixed algebraic closure of F . For any
abelian variety B over F , we denote by ιB the multiplication by −1 on B.
Definition 6.3.2. Let X be a surface defined over a field F of characteristic
different from 2. We say that X is a Kummer surface if there exists an abelian
surface B over F a such that X×FF a is isomorphic to the minimal desingularization
Km(B) of the quotient surface B/H, where H is the group generated by ιB.
Remark 6.3.3. Alternatively, one can also construct Km(B) in the following way.
Let B˜ denote the blow-up of B in the subscheme B[2] of 2-torsion points. Then
the action of H lifts uniquely to an action on B˜ and one has that Km(B) = B˜/H .
(6.3.4) Let A be an abelian surface over K, and let X = Km(A) be the Kummer
surface associated to A. We assume that A has potential good reduction; by this
we mean that there exists an integer d > 1 such that the Ne´ron model A (d) of
A ×K K(d) is smooth and proper over R(d). Then, by [Ma15, Lem. 4.2], also
X ×K K(d) admits a smooth and proper R(d)-model. For later use, we provide a
sketch of the argument. Denote by ι the extension of ιA×KK(d) to A (d), and by H
the group of R(d)-automorphisms of A (d) generated by ι. Let A˜ (d) → A (d) be
the blow-up in the closed subscheme (A (d))[2]. Then the H-action lifts uniquely to
A˜ (d). By [Ma15, Lem. 1.2], A˜ (d) is smooth over R(d), and the quotient X (d) :=
A˜ (d)/H forms a smooth and proper model of X ×K K(d). Note, in particular,
that the special fiber of X (d) is isomorphic to the Kummer surface associated to
A (d)k. In order to apply the results from Section 5, we need to check that the
construction in (6.3.4) is Galois-equivariant.
Proposition 6.3.5. Let A be an abelian surface over K with potential good
reduction. Then X = Km(A) admits a smooth equivariant Kulikov model.
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Proof. We keep the notation in (6.3.4). It suffices to check that the smooth model
X (d) is Galois equivariant. To do this, let us fix a generator σ of µd. Since σ acts as
a homomorphism on A (d), it is straightforward to check that it commutes with the
multiplication by 2 (and with the involution ι), so that (A (d))[2] is invariant under
the action of σ. From this it follows that σ extends uniquely to an automorphism
σ˜ of A˜ (d) under which the exceptional locus is invariant, and commuting with the
H-action on A˜ (d). Thus, σ˜ descends to an automorphism of X (d). Since the
formation of blow-up, resp. quotient by H , commutes with base change from K
to K(d), it is clear that this µd-action on X (d) restricts to the obvious action on
X ×K K(d). 
Combining Proposition 6.3.5 and Corollary 5.3.3 yields the following result.
Corollary 6.3.6. Let A be an abelian surface over K with potential good reduction,
and let X = Km(A). Then X satisfies the Monodromy Property.
(6.3.7) We would like to point out that even if A does not have good reduction
over R, it could still happen that X has good reduction; this occurs precisely when
Gal(Ka/K) acts on H1(A×K Ka,Qℓ) by multiplication with −1. However, in this
case, there exists a quadratic twist B of A, with good reduction over R, and such
that X = Km(B) (cf. e.g. the proof of [Ma15, Thm. 4.1]).
This means that, in order to get non-trivial examples, it suffices to assume that
[K ′ : K] > 2, where K ′ denotes the minimal extension over which A acquires good
reduction. It is easy to find such examples. For instance, if A is the Jacobian of a
smooth, projective and geometrically connected curve C/K of genus 2, it suffices
to assume that the stabilization index e(C) is strictly greater than 2 (see [HN16]
for the definition of, and properties of, the invariant e(C)).
(6.3.8) We can formulate a similar result for Hilbert schemes of n points on
K3 and abelian surfaces. Recall that, for any integer n ≥ 1, this construction
yields a 2n-dimensional smooth and proper variety with trivial canonical sheaf. In
the K3 case, these varieties, and their deformations, form one of the main series of
known examples of Irreducible Holomorphic Symplectic Varieties (IHSV). A similar
statement is true when the underlying surface is abelian, after replacing the Hilbert
scheme with its associated generalized Kummer variety.
Proposition 6.3.9. Let X be either a K3 surface or an abelian surface over K,
and let X [n] denote the Hilbert scheme of n points on X. We assume that:
(1) the monodromy action on the cohomology of X is non-trivial.
(2) X admits a smooth equivariant Kulikov model over R(d), for some d > 1.
Then properties (1) and (2) hold also for X [n].
Proof. By our assumptions, there exists a smooth equivariant Kulikov model Y
of X ×K K(d) over R(d). Then the relative Hilbert scheme Y [n] is a smooth
and proper R(d)-model of X [n] ×K K(d). By standard functorial properties of the
Hilbert functor, it is also Galois-equivariant. The µd-representation
H2(Y
[n]
k ,Q)
∼= H2(X [n] ×K Ka,Q)
contains H2(Yk,Q) as a direct factor [Be83, Prop. 6]. Thus if the monodromy
action on the cohomology of X is non-trivial, the same is true for X [n]. 
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Corollary 6.3.10. Let X be an abelian surface over K with potential good reduction
or a K3 surface with a smooth equivariant Kulikov model over R(d) for some d > 0.
Then X [n] satisfies the Monodromy Property for every n > 0.
6.4. Equivariant deformations.
(6.4.1) We will next discuss another class of Calabi-Yau variaties admitting
smooth equivariant Kulikov models, which, loosely said, arise by reversing the
procedure of semi-stable reduction. More precisely, let Y0 be a connected smooth
projective k-variety, equipped with an automorphism σ of finite order d ≥ 2. We
identify σ with the canonical generator exp(2πi/d) of µd. Let Y be a smooth and
projective R(d)-scheme equipped with a lift of the µd-action on SpecR(d) and with
a µd-equivariant isomorphism between Yk and Y0. Then the generic fiber YK(d)
descends to a geometrically connected smooth projectiveK-schemeX overK. If Y0
has trivial canonical line bundle, then the same holds forX . By construction, X has
an equivariant Kulikov model over R(d). If σ acts non-trivially on the cohomology
of Y0, then the monodromy action on the cohomology of X is non-trivial, so that
X has no smooth Kulikov model over R. The condition that σ acts non-trivially
on the cohomology of Y0 is automatically satisfied when Y0 is a K3 surface or an
abelian variety, because in those cases the automorphism group of Y0 acts faithfully
on the cohomology ring of Y0.
(6.4.2) Given Y0, it is straightforward to construct schemes Y satisfying the
above properties: we can simply take Y = Y0 ×k R(d) endowed with the diagonal
µd(k)-action. We can also construct more interesting (non-isotrivial) examples
using moduli theory. Consider a Deligne-Mumford stack M which is smooth,
separated and of finite type over k. Let x ∈M(k) be a point with (finite) stabilizer
group Gx. Then we can find a smooth affine k-scheme U = Spec A and an e´tale
morphism
φ : ([U/Gx], w)→ (M, x)
such that φ induces an isomorphism of stabilizer groups at w (cf. e.g. [AHR15,
Thm. 1.1]).
Lemma 6.4.3. Assume that Gx is cyclic. Then there exists a stacky curve [C/Gx]
in [U/Gx] passing through w and smooth in a neighbourhood of w.
Proof. Let m ⊂ A be the maximal ideal corresponding to w. By our assumptions
on Gx, we can find an isomorphism of Gx-representations
φ : ⊕ni=1 Li → m/m2,
where each Li is an irreducible 1-dimensional Gx-representation. After re-indexing,
we can assume that Ln is non-trivial as a representation. We can find an invariant
finite dimensional subspace W in m surjecting onto m/m2. Let W ′ be the kernel of
this map. Since Gx is linearly reductive, there exists an invariant complement V
to W ′ such that the induced V → m/m2 is an equivariant isomorphism. Hence, we
can lift φ to a homomorphism
ψ : ⊕ni=1 Li → m.
The image ψ(⊕n−1i=1 Li) is an invariant ideal I contained in m, and we can take
C = Z(I). 
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(6.4.4)We remark that if the order of Gx is prime, one can even assume that Ln
is a faithful representation. Also, if Gx is not cyclic, we can instead take any cyclic
subgroup H ⊂ Gx, and obtain a morphism [U/H ] → [U/Gx]. Applying Lemma
6.4.3 again, we get
[C/H ]→M.
Recall (see for instance the discussion in [Alp10, 4.3]) that if M is representing a
reasonable moduli functor, then, a morphism [C/H ]→M is equivalent to a family
f : Y → C in M(C), where H acts on Y and f is equivariant. In other words, by
base change to the localization and completion at the fixed point w ∈ C, we get
the model we are after.
(6.4.5)We will now apply the above results to K3 surfaces. For any integer n > 0,
we denote by M2n the moduli space parametrizing pairs (Y, L) where Y is a K3
surface and L is a polarization of degree 2n. By [Riz06],M2n is a Deligne-Mumford
stack which is separated and of finite type over Spec Z. It is, moreover, smooth
over Spec Z[ 12n ].
Proposition 6.4.6. Let Y0 be a polarized K3 surface over k, and let G ∼= µp be
a cyclic subgroup of Aut(Y0) fixing the polarization, with p a prime. Then we can
find a K3 surface X over K = k((t)) such that the following hold:
(1) X admits a smooth equivariant Kulikov model Y over R(p).
(2) There exists a µp-equivariant isomorphism Y ×R(p) k ∼= Y0.
(3) X does not admit a smooth Kulikov model over R.
(4) X is not isotrivial; that is, X ×K Ka is not defined over k.
Proof. By Lemma 6.4.3, we can find a µp-equivariant polarized deformation
f : Y → SpecR(p) of Y0 such that the associated morphism to the moduli stack
of polarized K3 surfaces is not constant. The generic fiber Y = Y ×R(p) K(p)
descends to a polarized K3 surface X over K that admits a smooth equivariant
Kulikov model over R(p), but not over R (see the general discussion in (6.4.1)). By
construction, the base change to Ka of the polarized K3 surface X is not defined
over k. But then the surface X ×K Ka itself is not defined over k, either: the
morphism Pic(S) → Pic(S ×k Ka) is an isomorphism for every K3 surface S over
k, since Pic(S) is a constant group scheme over k. 
Remark 6.4.7. It is reasonable to expect that similar results hold for polarized
IHSV-s of K3 type. Indeed, for any such variety V over a field F of characteristic 0,
the representation of Aut(V ) onH2(V×FF a,Zℓ) is faithful (cf. e.g. [HT14, Lem. 5]).
Moreover, coarse moduli spaces can be be constructed, and share most of the good
properties that moduli spaces of polarized K3 surfaces enjoy (cf. e.g. [GHS13,
Thm. 3.10]), though precise statements for moduli stacks do not seem to have
appeared in the literature.
7. Appendix: motivic integration on algebraic spaces
The aim of this section is to prove that one can use models in the category
of algebraic spaces to compute motivic integrals. Specifically, we will extend
the computation of motivic zeta functions on log smooth models from [BN16] to
algebraic spaces; this is required for the proof of Theorem 5.3.2. On the way,
we answer a question raised by Stewart and Vologodsky in [SV11err, A.4(b)]. In
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principle, one can go through the entire theory of motivic integration on schemes
over discrete valuation rings and check that all the statements remain valid for
algebraic spaces. Here, we will use a shortcut instead, passing through the category
of formal schemes.
7.1. Weak Ne´ron models and motivic integrals.
(7.1.1) Let R be a complete discrete valuation ring with quotient field K and
perfect residue field k; we do not require k to have characteristic zero. Let X be
a connected smooth and proper algebraic space over K. We define a weak Ne´ron
model for X to be a separated smooth algebraic space U over R, endowed with
an isomorphism UK → X , such that for every finite unramified extension R′ of R
with quotient field K ′, the map U (R′)→ X(K ′) is bijective. For our purposes, we
will only need the case where X itself is a scheme; in general, the existence of weak
Ne´ron models can be proven in exactly the same way as for schemes, by applying
the smoothening algorithm in the proof of [BLR90, 3.4.2] to a compactification of U
over R (see [CLO12] for an extension of Nagata’s embedding theorem to algebraic
spaces). The smoothening algorithm is functorial with respect to e´tale morphisms
and carries over to algebraic spaces without difficulties.
(7.1.2) Let ω be a volume form on X . For every weak Ne´ron model U of X and
every connected component C of Uk, we can define the order ordCω of ω along C
in the same way as for schemes: it is the unique integer m such that π−mω extends
to a generator of ωU /R at the generic point of C, where π is a uniformizer in R.
(7.1.3) If Y is an algebraic space of finite type over k, then Y has a dense open
subspace that is a scheme of finite type over k [Kn71, II.6.8]. Thus, by Noetherian
induction, we can partition Y into finitely many subschemes of finite type over k.
The sum of the classes of these subschemes in the Grothendieck ring of k-varieties
K0(Vark) does not depend on the chosen partition, so that we can take this sum
as the definition of the class [Y ] in K0(Vark). If R has equal characteristic, we
denote by Mk the localized Grothendieck ring of k-varieties K0(Vark)[L−1]. If R
has mixed characteristic, then Mk will denote the modified localized Grothendieck
ring from [NS11a, §3.8], obtained by trivializing all universal homeomorphisms.
The key result in this appendix is the following proposition.
Proposition 7.1.4. Let X be a connected smooth and proper algebraic space over
K, let ω be a volume form X, and let U be a weak Ne´ron model for X. Then the
element
(7.1.5)
∑
C∈π0(Uk)
[C]L−ordCω
of Mk only depends on X and ω, and not on the choice of the weak Ne´ron model
of X. In particular, if X is a scheme, then∫
X
|ω| =
∑
C∈π0(Uk)
[C]L−ordCω.
Proof. By [CT09, 4.2.1], we can consider the analytification Xrig in the category of
rigid analytic K-varieties. This is a smooth and proper rigid K-variety, by [CT09,
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2.3.1]. The volume form ω on X induces a volume form on Xrig that we will still
denote by ω. We claim that the expression (7.1.5) is equal to the motivic integral
(7.1.6) Ldim(X)
∫
Xrig
|ω|
defined in [LS03, 4.1.2] – see also [NS11b, p.266] for a corrigendum. This implies,
in particular, that it does not depend on the choice of U .
So let us prove our claim. In order to compute the motivic integral (7.1.6), we
construct a formal weak Ne´ron model V for Xrig in the sense of [BS95]. This is a
smooth formal R-scheme of finite type, endowed with an open immersion of rigid
K-varieties Vη → Xrig that is bijective on K ′-points for every finite unramified
extension of K. Then for every connected component C of Vk, one can define the
order ordCω in exactly the same way as before. By [LS03, 4.3.1], we have∫
Xrig
|ω| = L− dim(X)
∑
C∈π0(Vk)
[C]L−ordCω
in Mk. The factor L− dim(X) comes from a different choice of normalization of
the motivic measure than the one we have made in Section 2.2; the assumption
in [LS03, 4.3.1] that V is contained in a formal R-model of Xrig is redundant, by
[NS11b, 2.43].
By [Kn71, II.6.8] and the assumption that k is perfect, we can find a partition
of Uk into finitely many connected k-smooth subschemes U1, . . . , Ur. If we denote
by Ui the formal completion of the algebraic space U along Ui, then Ui is a formal
scheme, by [Kn71, V.2.5]. The reduction of Ui (the closed subscheme defined by
the largest ideal of definition JUi) is precisely Ui; thus it is of finite type over k,
and Ui is a smooth special formal R-scheme in Berkovich’s terminology used in
[Ni09, NS11b] (special formal R-schemes are also called formally of finite type in
the literature).
For every i in {1, . . . , r}, we denote by Vi → Ui the dilatation centered at
Ui. This means that Vi is the maximal open formal subscheme of the blow-up
of Ui at Ui such that the ideal JUiOVi is generated by a uniformizer in R. The
dilatation satisfies a universal property that guarantees, in particular, that the map
Vi(R
′) → Ui(R′) is bijective for every finite unramified extension R′ of R [Ni09,
2.22]. Moreover, Vi is a smooth separated formal R-scheme of finite type, because
Ui and Ui are smooth (see the proof of [Ni09, 4.15]). It follows that the disjoint union
V of the formal R-schemesVi is a weak Ne´ron model of X
rig. If we denote by ci the
codimension of Ui in Uk, then it is easy to check that [(Vi)k] = [Ui]L
ci in K0(Vark)
(see again the proof of [Ni09, 4.15]). Moreover, if we write Ci for the unique
connected component of Uk containing Ui, then a straightforward computation
also shows that ord(Vi)kω = ordCiω + ci. Hence,
Ldim(X)
∫
Xrig
|ω| =
∑
D∈π0(Vk)
[D]L−ordDω =
∑
C∈π0(Uk)
[C]L−ordCω
in Mk, by the scissor relations in the Grothendieck ring. 
Thus, when X is a scheme, we can use weak Ne´ron models in the category of
algebraic spaces to compute motivic integrals of volume forms on X . This answers
the question raised in [SV11err, A.4(b)].
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7.2. Motivic zeta functions and Nisnevich covers.
(7.2.1) From now on, we assume that k is an algebraically closed field of
characteristic zero, and we fix an isomorphism R ∼= k[[π]]. Let X be a smooth and
proper K-scheme with trivial canonical line bundle, and let ω be a volume form
on X . Let X be a proper algebraic space over R endowed with an isomorphism
of K-schemes XK → X . By Proposition 5.2.3, we can find a partition of Xk into
subschemes U1, . . . , Ur and, for each j in {1, . . . , r}, an e´tale morphism of finite
type Uj → X such that Uj is a scheme and Uj ×X Uj → Uj is an isomorphism.
For each j, we consider the motivic zeta function Z µ̂
Uj ,ω
(T ) as defined in [BN16,
§6.2]; here we abuse notation by writing ω for the restriction of ω to the generic
fiber of Uj . This zeta function is a formal power series in T with coefficients in the
localized Grothendieck ringMµ̂(Uj)k of varieties over (Uj)k with good µ̂-action. We
define the generating series Zj(T ) by first applying the base change morphism
Mµ̂(Uj)k →M
µ̂
Uj
to the coefficients of Z µ̂
Uj ,ω
(T ), and then the forgetful morphism
Mµ̂Uj →M
µ̂
k .
Proposition 7.2.2. We have
ZX,ω(T ) = Z1(T ) + . . .+ Zr(T )
in Mµ̂k .
Proof. The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 7.1.4. For every j in {1, . . . , r},
we denote by Xj the formal completion of X along the subscheme Uj . It is
isomorphic to the completion of Uj along Uj ×X Uj . Thus Zj(T ) is precisely
the motivic zeta function of the pair ((Xj)η, ω), and the result follows from the fact
that the rigid varieties (Xj)η form a partition of X
rig. 
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